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Abstract
The unprecedented prosecution of four men in Zambia in 2011-2012 for defilement of teenage
prostitutes became a cause célèbre there and abroad. That was because the four men were Chinese.
After enduring months of harsh imprisonment, a trial marked by multiple perjuries,
misidentifications, lack of corroborative evidence, and intervention by Zambia’s Foreign Minister,
who assumed their guilt, defendants were acquitted. The Chinese Defilement Case has
nevertheless become a prominent example of a politically driven anti-Chinese discrimination in
Zambia that includes denials of equal protection. It is also now an exemplar of the negative
narrative of China-in-Africa that U.S. and U.K. political leaders and media have propounded
globally. Through an analysis of the Chinese Defilement Case’s development, its relation to other
denials of equal protection, and its anti-Chinese political context and consequences, the matter has
shown to have implications well beyond the dysfunctional legal system in which it emerged.
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I.

Introduction

In an 1870 essay, Mark Twain, inventor of the American novel and acerbic critic of racism,
related the true tale of a white, Sunday-schooled, San Francisco boy arrested for “stoning
Chinamen.” Twain listed many ways in which Chinese immigrants to California were persecuted.
For example, Chinese miners had to pay a mining tax, while white miners were exempt. In
addition, when whites stole in a mining camp, they were made to leave, while Chinese were
hanged, and “whenever any secret and mysterious crime is committed, [whites] . . . go
straightaway and swing [hang] a Chinaman.” Twain, who as a local journalist covered the incident,
noted the boy would have learned from politicians and media that
a Chinaman had no rights that any man was bound to respect; that he had no sorrows that any
man was bound to pity; that neither his life nor his liberty was worth the purchase of a penny
when a white man needed a scapegoat . . . And, therefore, what could have been more natural
than for this sunny-hearted boy, tripping along to Sunday school . . . to say to himself: ‘Ah,
there goes a Chinaman! God will not love me if I do not stone him.’1

Twain commented, ironically, on the part elites played in naturalizing anti-Chinese racism in the
United States, yet it has been far from the only country where that process has occurred, either
* Barry Sautman is a political scientist and lawyer whose current research mainly focuses on Africa/China links and
ethnic politics in China.
1
Mark Twain, Disgraceful Persecution of a Boy, THE GALAXY MAGAZINE, May 1870, available at
http://etext.virginia.edu/railton/onstage/playscripts/galaxy01.html.
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then or more recently. In the Southern African country of Zambia, an electoral democracy whose
leading industry, copper mining, is dominated by foreign-owned firms, something similar has been
underway. Due to politically-inspired anti-Chinese agitation that began in the mid-2000s, the
denial of equal protection of the laws to Chinese migrants by the Government of the Republic of
Zambia (“GRZ”) and by part of its citizenry, has now become the norm, as seen in actions taken
since Zambia’s Patriotic Front (“PF”) government took power in September, 2011.
Six months after the 2011 elections, the U.S. State Department’s third ranking official,
Undersecretary for Political Affairs, Wendy Sherman, visited the country. She noted that the PF
had peacefully displaced two decades of rule by the Movement for Multiparty Democracy
(“MMD”) and commended Zambia as “a model of democracy.”2 The U.S. government in effect
equated democracy in Zambia with open elections. Yet, the election resulted in major policy
continuity between the PF and the MMD,3 the latter being “an extreme capitalist party”4 that
practices primary commodity dependent neo-liberalism.5 Michael Sata, PF leader and the new
President, is moreover far from a committed democrat.6 His government attempted to de-register
the MMD,7 and is said to buy off of journalists with official posts,8 and its police stopped a rally
by the United Party for National Development (“UPND”) despite a court order proscribing such
action.9 Asked about his reputation for authoritarianism, Sata replied, "to be a parent, you must be
authoritarian. If the Zambians want to succeed they must learn to work hard and should not expect
to be treated with kid gloves."10
Unlike the circulation of mostly like-minded elites, as seen in Zambia, the concept of equal
protection of the laws is at the core of democracy. It is doubtless familiar to Undersecretary
Sherman: the U.S. Constitution’s 14th Amendment, Section One states "no state shall . . . deny to
any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.” The amendment was enacted
to mitigate discrimination against ex-slaves, but its language offers to protect citizens and aliens.
International law11 and Zambia’s Constitution of 1996 have similar provisions.12

2

Press Release, Embassy of the United States, Lusaka, Zambia, Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs Sherman
Engages with Zambia (Mar. 7, 2012) available at http://zambia.usembassy.gov/pr03072012.html.
3
See PF Government Following the Development Plans of the MMD government-Chikwanda, LUSAKA TIMES, Apr. 5,
2012, http://www.lusakatimes.com/2012/04/05/pf-government-development-plans-mmd-governmentchikwanda/; Gray
Soko, What Is the Difference?, LUSAKA TIMES, Apr. 25, 2012, http://www.lusakatimes.com/2012/04/25/difference-2/.
4
Michael Chawe, Walking a Tightrope: Sata Struggles for Balance, AFRICA REVIEW, Mar. 13, 2012,
www.africareview.com/Analysis/Sata+tough+balancing+act/-/979190/1365390/-/y5un2k/-/index.html.
5
See generally GARTH MYERS, DISPOSABLE CITIES: GARBAGE, GOVERNANCE AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN URBAN
AFRICA 105-127 (2005).
6
See Doug Bandow, “Democracy in under Challenge in Zambia,” Forbes, Feb. 11, 2013
forbes.com/sites/dougbandow/2013/02/11; “Reversing Zambia’s Democratic Gains,” Business Day (South Africa), Feb.
22, 2013; Louise Redvers, “Zambia Cracks Down on Freedoms,” Mail & Guardian, Jan. 25, 2013; Freedom House,
“Freedom House Concerned about Electoral Violence in Zambia,” Feb. 28, 2013,
http://www.freedomhouse.org/article/freedom-house-concerned-about-electoral-violence-zambia.
7
Nic Cheeseman, Democratic Backsliding in Zambia, DEMOCRACY IN AFRICA, May 16, 2012,
http://democracyinafrica.org/democratic-backsliding-in-zambia/; Court Throws Out PF Bid to Deregister MMD,
ZAMBIAN WATCHDOG, June 26, 2012, http://www.zambianwatchdog.com/2012/06/26/court-throws-out-pf-bid-toderegister-mmd/.
8
Nse Udoh, Zambia’s “Ukwa” No Longer a Laughing Matter, ZAMBIA REPORTS, Apr. 16, 2012,
http://zambiareports.com/2012/04/16/zambia-ukwa-no-laughing-matter/.
9
See UPND Rally Fails to Take off as Police Seal off Venue, LUSAKA TIMES, Sep. 9, 2012,
http://www.lusakatimes.com/2012/09/09/upnd-rally-fails-police-seal-venue/.
10
Aislinn Laing, “Humiliating” Work as Victoria Station Porter Helped Michael Sata to be President, THE TELEGRAPH,
Jan. 22, 2012, available at
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/africaandindianocean/zambia/9030905/Humiliating-work-as-Victoriastation-porter-helped-Michael-Sata-become-Zambias-president.html.
11
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights art. 26, opened for signature Dec. 16, 1966, 999 U.N.T.S 171
(entered into force Mar. 23, 1976) available at http://www2.ohchr.org/english/law/ccpr.htm; African Charter of Human
and Peoples’ Rights art. 3, adopted June 27, 1981, 21 I.L.M. 58 (entered into force Oct. 21, 1986) available at
http://www1.umn.edu/humanrts/instree/z1afchar.htm.
12
CONST. OF ZAMBIA 1996 (as amended by Act No. 18 of 1996), art. 11, 23, available at http://aceproject.org/eroen/regions/africa/ZM/Constitution%20of%20Zambia%201996.pdf
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As the Undersecretary was praising the country’s electoral democracy, a well-publicized
violation of equal protection in Zambia was coming to a head. In what became known as the
“Chinese defilement case,” four workers who labored in mine construction at Zambia’s Chinese
state-owned CNMC Luanshya Mine, were arrested on November 26, 2011. 13 Carpenter Liu
Hongping was charged with defiling 14 or 15 year-old, Constance Mwansa.14 Bricklayer Zhu
Xianjin, bricklayer Zhang Daliu, and electrician Yang Gangqiang, were accused of indecent
assault (fondling) of 12 or 13 year old, Maureen Mukabanda.15
The girls had solicited Chinese workers outside the Bwafwano Club in Roan Township,
Luanshya, Copperbelt Province, as they had done on earlier occasions with other customers.
Prostitution had become rife in Luanshya’s mining townships during a “decade of ruin” in the
2000s. In that period of “total misery,” Luanshya Mine had been privatized, mismanaged and then
closed, first, by the Indian Binani firm and then by the Swiss company, Enya. Before the mine’s
sale to China Non-Ferrous Metals Mining Co. (“CNMC”) in 2009,16 Roan township became “a
haven for prostitutes, copper thieves and drunken layabouts.”17 Even wives of the town’s exminers protested that their impoverishment had forced them into prostitution.18
The charges against the Chinese workers were not, however, about payment for sex, which is
legal in Zambia.19 Moreover, “Zambian law does not expressly prohibit child prostitution [and]
there is no definition in the Zambian legislation for child prostitution,” 20 even though most
Zambian prostitutes are aged between 14 and 18.21 Rather, one Chinese ended up being charged
with defiling a girl under the age of consent (16 years), punishable by up to 25 years in prison.22
The three others were charged with indecent assault (fondling), punishable by up to 15 years.23 If

13

See Four Chinese Charged with Defilement, TIMES OF ZAMBIA, Nov. 30, 2011,
http://allafrica.com/stories/201111300628.html.
14
Zambian Penal Code (ZPC) Section 138(1), Ch. 87, as read with Act 2 of 2011. Defilement is equivalent to “statutory
rape,” i.e. non-forcible sex with a person under the age of consent.
15
ZPCode Section 137(1), Ch. 87, as read with Act 15 of 2005. Defendants “Final Defense Submission,” s.d. typescript
in author’s possession: 4 notes that Constance Mwansa, testified both that she was 14 years old and born on Dec. 30,
1996, which would have made her about one month short of her 16th birthday at the time of the charged offense. See
also “4 Chinese Charged with Defilement,” LT, Nov. 30, 2011 (accusers are 15 and 13 years old). Mwansa’s guardian
also testified that she was born on Dec. 30, 1996. Final Defense Submission: 28.
16
“Muliashi Mine Opening: Is this the Rebirth of Luanshya?” Zambia Guardian Weekly, Mar. 28, 2012. CNMC owns
in Zambia the Non-Ferrous Co. Africa (NFCA, Chambishi Mine), CNMC Luanshya Mine (CLM), Chambishi Copper
Smelter (CCS) and Sino Metals Leaching Zambia (SMLZ); By 2009, CNMC had invested $1.7b in Zambia.
“Mainland Miner to List Zambian Copper Assets,” South China Morning Post (SCMP, Hong Kong), Apr. 18, 2012. By
the end of 2013, its total Zambia investment will be $2.5b. “Chinese Mining Firm to List its Copper Assets in Hong
Kong,” The Post (TP Zambia), Apr. 18, 2012. Two much larger firms, Swiss-based metals giant Glencore’s Mopani
Copper Mine and UK/Indian Vedanta’s Konkola Copper Mine, had invested $2b and $2.5b respectively by 2012.
“Glencore Investment in MCM Reaches $2b,” TP, Apr. 16, 2012; “Government to Help Konkola Copper Mines Tackle
High Energy Bills,” TOZ, Apr. 6, 2012. In 2011 however, 54% of Zambia’s copper was produced by Canadian firms
First Quantum Metal and Barrick Gold at Kansanshi and Lumwana mines. “Canadian Mining Firms Happy with
Zambia’s Copper Boom,” DM, Sept. 21, 2012.
17
Lewis Mwanangombe, Chinese Underage Sex Scandal Sparks Emotive Debate, INTER PRESS SERVICE (Jan. 31, 2012),
http://www.ipsnews.net/2012/01/zambia-chinese-underage-sex-scandal-sparks-emotive-debate/.
18
Neo-Simutanyi, “Copper Mining in Zambia: the Developmental Legacy of Privatization,” Institute for Security
Studies, Paper 165, July, 2008: 8, www.iss.co-za/uploads /PAPER165.PDF.
19
“The Legal Status of Prostitution by Country, ChartsBin.com, 2010, http://chartsbin.com/view/snb.
20
“Law Reform in Zambia,” Children in Need Network, s.d., 2010?, www.chin.org.zm/articles.php?newsid=9.
21
MAPODE. Children and Young Women in Prostitution, Pornography and Trafficking for Commercial Sexual
Exploitation, Labour and Crime in Zambia (Lusaka: MAPODE, 2004). Many countries where prostitution per se is
legal do ban child prostitution. See, e.g., “44 Men Accused of Sex with Underage Prostitute,” SCMP, Apr. 18, 2012
(since 2008, sex with a prostitute under 18 years is punishable in Singapore by up to seven years).
22
“‘Marrying off Young Girls is a Tradition Here,’” UN Integrated Regional Information Networks (UN IRIN), Dec. 20,
2010. The statutory minimum is 15 years at hard labor. See “Cobbler Jailed 15 Years for Defilement,” DM, Apr. 21,
2012. Long sentences are common. See, e.g. “Mumbwa Man Jailed 20 Years for Defilement,” DM, Apr. 12, 2012;
Delphine Zulu, “Will Sex with a Virgin Cure HIV/AID?,” The WIP, July 6, 2007, www.thewip.net/contributors/2008
/07/will _sex_with_a_virgin_cure_hi.html (30 and 35 year sentences).
23
Cobus van Staden, “China’s Zambian Sex Scandal,” Chinaafrica Project, Feb. 11, 2012,
www.chinaafricaproject.com/2012/02/chinas-zambian-sex-scandal/.
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they had in fact committed these crimes, the accused were victimizers, but because their right of
equal protection came to be violated, they also became victims.
Some three months after their arrest, the four Chinese workers were acquitted by a magistrate.
Her opinion dwelt on police and prosecutorial incompetence24 and did not discuss ethnic or
political factors; yet, among the many hundreds of media-reported defilement cases in Zambia
each year, none appear to involve prostitution.25 The defendants were, thus, likely prosecuted
because they were Chinese. Public intervention in the case by then-Foreign Minister Chishimba
Kambwili also supports this assertion.26 As MP for Luanshya’s Roan constituency, where CNMC
Luanshya Mine is located, Kambwili has long singled out Chinese for attack. In addition, as a
cabinet minister, he demanded that the number of Chinese coming to Zambia be reduced and that
Zambians replace Chinese workers.27 Despite the magistrate’s thorough rejection of the case and a
lack of errors of law on which to base an appeal, the prosecutor announced the state would appeal
anyway.28 The prosecutor’s decision to appeal likely reflects a political motive based on the
defendants’ ethnicity, which, as we will see, is consistent with the PF’s history of anti-Chinese
incitement.
The Chinese defilement case is about a denial of equal protection based on ethnicity or
nationality, but it is also about Zambia’s troubled system of justice.29 It occurred in the context of
longstanding China-Zambia ties; the two countries’ substantial trade and investment relationship;30
the embedding in Zambia of opportunistic anti-Chinese political demagoguery beginning in the
mid-2000s31 and claims of a malign Chinese presence in Africa and the world. These factors make
Zambia a frontline state in a perceived strategic rivalry in and about Africa between the West -mainly the U.S. and U.K. -- and China, evidenced by top Western leaders taking China to task for
its activities in Africa. For example, U.S. Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton, visited Zambia in
2011, and warned Africans against Chinese “neo-colonialism.”32 In 2012 in Senegal, she also
launched a “veiled attack” on China, averring that “the US was committed to ‘a model of
sustainable partnership that adds value, rather than extracting it’ from Africa. Unlike other
countries, ‘America will stand up for democracy and universal human rights even when it might be
24
On inadequacies in Zambian police work in defilement cases, see Former Cop Advises Thorough Probing of
Defilement Cases, TP, Mar. 23, 2012.
25
A reading of five leading Zambian news sources (DM, LT, TOZ, TP, ZW) from 2008-2012 revealed about one report
of a defilement arrest every second day. No reports, other than the Chinese defilement case, involved child prostitutes.
26
See Kambwili Warns Foreign Nationals as 4 Chinese Workers are Arrested for Indecent Assault, LT, Nov. 26, 2011.
Kambwili was Foreign Minister from September 30, 2011 to January 12, 2012, Labor Minister from January 12, 2012 to
February 3, 2012, and thereafter Sport and Youth Minister.
27
Chinese Labor Force Coming into the Country should be Reduced: Kambwili, LT, Jan. 25, 2012. Compare “Let’s
Reduce Expatriate Labor,” DM, Jan. 19, 2012 (seeking reduced number of expatriates in mining, but without regard to
nationality).
28
Chinese Men off the Hook in Defilement Case, TOZ, Mar. 7, 2012; see also The Director of Public Prosecutions is
Untouchable: New LAZ President, LT, June 4, 2011. According to Law Association of Zambia, “The DPP [Director of
Public Prosecutions] . . . exercises discretion whether to appeal or not;” The 14-day period for appeal passed however
without any filing by the DPP. Interview, Eric Silwamba, lead counsel for defendants, Lusaka, Aug. 18, 2012.
29
AFRICAN HUMAN SOCIETY INITIATIVE, THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM IN ZAMBIA: ENHANCING THE DELIVERY OF
SECURITY IN AFRICA, (2009),available at
http://mercury.ethz.ch/serviceengine/Files/ISN/104312/ipublicationdocument_singledocument/1c12eebb-ea77-4a31b9f1-709a1350e2dc/en/M159FULL.pdf.
30
According to China’s Ambassador to Zambia, in 2011 Chinese firms’ stock of investment in Zambia was US $3.4b
and investment-plus-trade equaled $5.5b. China/Zambia Economic Relations with Zhou Yuxiao, ABN DIGITAL, June 19,
2012, http://www.abndigital.com/page/multimedia/video/beyond-markets/1229383-ChinaZambia-Economic-Relationswith-Zhou-YuXiao.
31
See Joanne Wagner, “Going Out:” Is China’s Skillful Use of Soft Power in Sub-Saharan Africa a Threat to U.S.
Interests?, JOINT FORCES Q. 64 (2012), available at http://www.ndu.edu/press/chinas-use-of-soft-power.html. (“Chinabashing was a significant part of Sata’s electoral platform and his rhetoric may well have been part of playing to the
crowds.”).
32
Matthew Lee, Clinton Warns Africa of ‘New Colonialism,’ HUFFINGTON POST, June 11, 2011, available at
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/06/11/hillary-clinton-africa-new-colonialism_n_875318.html. For a critique of
claims of Chinese neo-colonialism in Africa, see generally Barry Sautman and Yan Hairong, East Mountain Tiger, West
Mountain Tiger: China, Africa, the West and Colonialism, 186 MD SERIES IN CONTEMP. ASIAN STUD., no. 3 (2006),
available at http://digitalcommons.law.umaryland.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1185&context=mscas.
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easier to look the other way and keep the resources flowing.’”33 Similarly, in Nigeria, UK Prime
Minister, David Cameron, argued that China’s authoritarian capitalism in effect subjugates
Africans and negates Western aid and democracy promotion.34
A Chinese analyst working for a German foundation has noted, “anything a Chinese firm does
in Africa will be seen as representative of China as a whole. Anything a Chinese immigrant does
in Africa will be seen as representative of all Chinese people.”35 This is because politicians and the
media disseminate invidious stereotypes about China and Chinese in Africa, especially in Zambia,
because of the PF’s opportunism in local politics and the Western elite views of Zambia as a prime
site of contention with China.36
Moreover, while the PF, as ruling party, continues to deny Chinese equal protection, the MMD,
in opposition, may also be taking up anti-Chinese cudgels, thus, duplicating the U.S.’s “longstanding trend in presidential elections for the candidate of the party in opposition to criticize the
incumbent party for being ‘soft’ on China.”37 Enoch Kavindele, Zambia’s Vice President from
2001-2003, and candidate for MMD president in 2012, claimed “the PF has allowed the Chinese
too much freedom to bring in workers from China at the expense of Zambians.” He also stated that
a “huge number” of Chinese accompany to Zambia each Chinese investment,” and that “the
Chinese workers are taking up the jobs which young Zambians need and are in most cases very
qualified to take up.” He further stated, “when Europeans or American investors move into
Zambia, they bring about 10 workers from countries of origin, but that the Chinese bring 300 for
any small investment.”38
Typical of Zambian politicians’ pronouncements on “the Chinese,” these assertions are
uniformly faulty. Chinese find it hard to get work permits. For example, a Chinese owner of a
construction firm in Lusaka has observed that
in order to protect its own labor market, Zambia has some restriction on hiring foreigners.
Immigration Department has large discretionary power over work permits. This means
they can decide whether or not to issue the permit and the number being issued. Some
33

David Smith, Hilary Clinton Launches African Tour with Veiled Attack on China, THE GUARDIAN (UK), Aug. 1, 2012,
available at http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/aug/01/hillary-clinton-africa-china.
34
Jason Groves, Cameron Warns Africans over the ‘Chinese Invasion’ as They Pour Billions into Continent, DAILY
MAIL (UK), July 19, 2011, available at http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2016677/Cameron-warns-AfricansChinese-invasion-pour-billions-continent.html.
35
Wang Xiaojuan, Thorns in the African Dream (2), CHINADIALOGUE, Jan. 31, 2012, www.chinadialogue/
net/article/show/single/en/4749. Another analyst has written of how in Zambia “the perception of a China Inc. has been
shown to create a serious risk for Chinese strategic interests.” Sata Wins, Changes for China, CHINA AFRICA NEWS, Sept.
2011, www.chinaafricanews.com/index.cfm?fa=contentGeneric.Gvevbbbjwvhjauiw& pageId=4680992. Kambwili told
managers at Chinese-owned CLM that “some people” conflate the activities of Chinese firms and if one has done
something wrong “they will just think it is a Chinese company and that will paint a bad image about you.” Luanshya
Copper Mines has Produced Copper Valued at $12m since Inception, TP, Apr. 13, 2010. Foreign politicians who visit
Zambia often fix on the Chinese presence. For example, in April, 2012, six German MPs who met with Foreign
Minister Given Lubinda, “were particularly interested to know the relationship between Zambia and China . . .” Lubinda
Courts German Investors,” TOZ, Apr. 19, 2012.
36
Zambian media have featured Western media negative characterizations of China and Chinese and, in some instances,
make such representations even more negative. For example, in 2012, the popular Zambian news aggregator Tumfweko
reproduced a CNN story about racism against Black people in China that showed its existence, but also showed that its
manifestations were comparatively mild and may be ameliorating. It supplied its own headline however: see CNN:
Chinese Hate Black People, July 24, 2012, available at http://tumfweko.com/2012/07/24/cnn-chinese-hate-blackbeople/..
37
Christopher Freise, The 2012 US Presidential Race: Impact on US Policy on China and Southeast Asia,” RSIS
Commentary no. 118, July 9, 2012.
38
Kavindele Says Too Many Chinese are Taking Jobs Meant for Zambians, ZW, June 4, 2012; Kavindele Says Zambians
Losing Jobs to Chinese Workers, ZR, June 4, 2012. Kavindele, who some account to be Zambia’s third richest man, was
in a dispute in 2011 with the Chinese state-owned copper mining company Non-Ferrous Company Africa (NFCA) over
a demand he had made for US$350m in compensation for supposed sub-surfaced rights he owned to 2,000 hectares of
land that NFCA planned to mine. Daniel Kalomobo, “Who is Zambia’s Richest Man?” Answers, 2012,
http://wiki.answers.com/Q/Who_is_Zambia’s_richest_man;“Kavindele Seeks $350m Compensation from NFC Africa,”
TP, June 26, 2011.
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positions, like accountant, secretary, administrator, are very difficult to get [a] work
permit.39
There are some 300 Chinese companies in Zambia, 80% of which are private and employ
25,000-30,000 Zambians.40 The only Chinese companies with 300-plus Chinese at their operations
are three of the four CNMC mining firms. As of Dec. 31, 2011, NFCA had 388 Chinese and 3,045
Zambians; CLM had 458 Chinese and 4,431 Zambians; CCS had 347 Chinese and 1,648 Zambians;
and SMLZ had 47 Chinese and 352 Zambians. There were thus a total of 1,240 Chinese and 9,476
Zambians at the four CNMC firms. Chinese were 134.1% and Zambians 86.9% of the 10,716 total.
Yet, among the just over 8,000 long-term (i.e. non-mine construction) CNMC employees, only
about 500 (6.3%) are Chinese.41 If CNMC employees in Zambia in strictu sensu are considered, as
of June 30, 2012, there were 6,194 employees, of whom 379 (6.1%) were Chinese and 5,815 were
Zambians.42
There are many more than ten non-Zambians at European-owned firms. For example, in 2012
at FQM’s Kansanshi Mine, there were “around 3,000 employees, excluding contractors . . . and
around 200 [were] expatriates.” 43 It is also of interest that a 2008 survey of 30 Zambian
managers/professionals at five (non-Chinese) foreign-owned copper mining firms found that all
but one answered “no” to a question about whether expats employed at their firm were qualified to
occupy their positions. All but one answered “yes” to a question asking whether there were
indigenous Zambians capable of occupying these positions. All but one agreed that “the labor
practices of the foreign companies are irregular in that there seems to be no careful scrutiny on
award of job permits to foreigners.”44
Based on a plethora of empirical errors, misconceptions, and invidious stereotyping, in Zambia,
the actions of Chinese firms and individuals receive heightened scrutiny and disparate treatment,
and are often subject to equal protection violations - now exemplified by the Chinese defilement
case. In what follows, we examine the PF’s anti-Chinese incitement, as carried out by its
President Michael Sata and Secretary General Guy Scott, who are now Zambia’s President and
Vice President, as well as by MP and cabinet minister Chisimba Kambwili. We then detail the
Chinese defilement case and the reaction to it. Finally, we consider the case’s implications for
development of anti-China sentiment in the context of the larger, Western-promoted negative
narrative of China-in-Africa. As the latest Zambia-based, globally-circulated, disparaging
39
Jackson Zhang, Mister Xin WANG, ‘03,’ CEO of Astor Investments Ltd. Talks about His Experience and
Opportunities in Zambia, RENSSELAER IN CHINA, Feb. 27, 2012, http://gcbc.union.rpi.edu/stories/ mr-xin-wang-ceo-ofastor-investments-limited-talks-about-his-experience-and-opportunities-for-chinese-companies-in-zambia/.
40
Ibid; see also Not as Bad as They Say, ECONOMIST, Oct. 1, 2011; see also Zambia-China Ties Must Deepen, TOZ, July
28, 2012.
41
Web Proof Information Pack of China Nonferrous Mining Corp. Ltd.,” June 29, 2012: 185, III-148-150,
iis.aastocks.com/20120629/001454807-0.PDF.
42
CHINA NONFERROUS MINING CORP. LTD, 2012 INTERIM REPORT 25 (2012), available at
http://m.todayir.com/todayirattachment_hk/chinanonferrous/attachment/20120914170201001503963_en.pdf. See also
“Luanshya Revival, Result of a Visionary Govt,” TOZ, May 16, 2011 (CLM has 2,509 employees, of whom 42 are
expats).
43
“Working and Living on Kansanshi,” First Quantum Minerals, 2012, www.first-quantum.com/Careers/ourlocations/zambia/working-and-living-on-kansanshi/default.aspx. At Canadian-owned Lumwana mine, there were “more
than 2,000 unionized employees” in 2012. “Barrick Gives Lumwana Workers 18% Increase,” Market Watch (Wall
Street Journal), http://www.marketwatch.com/story/barrick-gives-lumwana-workers-18-pay-increase-2012-02-07.
While the number of expats was unclear, it was known that Lumwana was in the process of recruiting 250 expats. Rodl
& Partner, “Sub-Saharan Projects Newsletter, Sept. 2012 :9, http://www.pdpromex.it/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=qF8FsIq_fYA% 3D&tabid=82&language=it-IT. A 5% or higher proportion of
expatriates is not uncommon at foreign-owned enterprises in Zambia. See, e.g., New 4 Star Hotel to be Built in
Lumwana, TOZ, Sept. 27, 2011 (5% of 438 employees at foreign-owned hotel are expatriates). The CEO of the
Switzerland-based firm that formerly owned Luanshya mine also has commented about the mining industry that “There
definitely is the inclination to employ expats where you actually have the skills in Zambia.” JOHN LUNGU & ALASTAIR
FRASER, FOR WHOM THE WINDFALLS: WINNERS AND LOSERS IN THE PRIVATIZATION OF ZAMBIA’S COPPER MINES,” Civil
Society Trade Network of Zambia, 2008: 57, available at http://www.sarpn.org/documents/d0002403/index.php.
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discourse of China and Chinese in Africa,45 the case is now part of the ideational structure of
perceived strategic rivalry between the West and China in Africa.46
II.

Background to the Case: the PF in Opposition (2001-2011) and anti-Chinese
Incitement

Despite, or perhaps because of, its half-dozen years of anti-China/anti-Chinese incitement, the
U.S. and U.K. welcomed the PF’s coming to power in 2011. That may seem odd because, before
they turned to attacking “the Chinese,” top PF leaders had endorsed several ideas and persons
much disapproved of by the US and UK governments and Sata and Scott still have friendly
relations with a U.S./U.K. bête noire, Zimbabwean strongman Robert Mugabe.47
From 1991-2001, future PF head Michael Sata held several ministerial posts in the MMD
government. In the last few of those years, he was at times critical of some U.S. policies. In 1999,
Sata termed the U.S. “a monster that surrounds Cuba.” Zambia’s parastatals, including most mines,
were then being sold off under orders of the International Monetary Fund (“IMF”), World Bank
and other Club of Paris lenders. Sata said “Zambia’s economy was in near-shambles because of
the U.S. and its Western allies introducing new demands whenever there was slight progress on
privatization and other economic benchmarks.”48 In 2001, after the IMF’s representative in Zambia
announced that the country would not receive one billion dollars in debt relief unless the Zambian
National Commercial Bank was privatized, Sata stated that “Zambia cannot capitulate to the
threats of the United States.”49 As MMD national organizing secretary, he also accused the U.S.
and U.K. of financing the opposition.50
In opposition, in 2003, Sata denounced the war in Iraq, as did Zambia’s MMD government.51 In
the early-to-mid 2000s, Sata praised Robert Mugabe for “taking back what belongs to
Zimbabweans” (i.e. seizing land from white farmers).52 Sata said that despite U.S./U.K. claims
about victimizations, "Mugabe is doing very well” and “[t]he struggle for Zimbabwe should be an
example for every African country that wants to survive."53 He described Mugabe’s opponents in
Zimbabwe’s Movement for Democratic Change (“MDC”) as a "harem of Western agents" and
45

Other Zambia-based, negative Western discourses of “the Chinese” generalized to Africa are about an explosion at the
Chinese-owned BGRIMM dynamite factory in 2005 that killed 46 Zambians and the 2010 wounding by shooting of 13
stone-throwing Zambian miners by Chinese supervisors at the privately-owned Collum Coal Mine (CCM). See, e.g.,
Howard French, In Africa, an Election Reveals Skepticism of Chinese Involvement, THE ATLANTIC, Sept. 29, 2011,
www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2011/09/in-africa-an-election-reveals-skepticism-of-chineseinvolvement/245832/; see also Sonaskshi Madan, Neo-Colonialism: a New Spell of Colonialism in Africa,” YOUTH KI
AWAZ (India), July 29, 2012, http://www.youthkiawaaz.com/2012/07/neo-colonialism-a-new-spell-of-colonialism-inafrican-nations/. Barry Sautman and Yan Hairong analyze the BGRIMM explosion in a book manuscript in progress
Red Dragon, Red Metal: China in Zambia’s Copper Industry and the CCM shootings in “Bashing ‘the Chinese’:
Contextualizing Zambia’s Collum Coal Mine Shooting,” article forthcoming in the Journal of Contemporary China,
2014.
46
A US academic has said the US mainly competes with China through programs to influence young Africans’ thinking:
“At top diplomatic levels, the US worries about resource-hungry China’s deep investments in Africa. The Chinese are
building literal bridges, but the metaphorical bridges the US builds provide a critical counterbalance in the battle for the
hearts and minds of millennial generations in Africa and elsewhere in the developing world.” Thomas Schaller, Seeking
to Influence a Youthful World, BALTIMORE SUN, June 27, 2012; see also My Head Says China is Number One, My Heart
Always Says America, NBC NEWS, June 27, 2012, http://worldnews. msnbc.msn.com/_news/2012/06/27/12422593-myhead-says-that-china-is-number-one-my-heart-always-says-america?lite. There is also a military aspect. See Nick Turse,
Obama’s Scramble for Africa, HUFFINGTON POST, July 12, 2012, www.huffingtonpost.com/nick-turse/obamas-scramblefor-afric_b_1667926. html.
47
Sata Condemns Sanctions against Zimbabwe, ZAMBIA REPORT, Apr. 27, 2012, http://zambiareports.com/2012/
04/27/sata-condemns-sanctions-against-zimbabwe/; see also Sata Right on Mugabe: Lubinda, DM, June 6, 2012.
48
Sata Denounces US Blockade of Cuba, TP, Oct. 6, 1999.
49
Privatization will be Over Zambians’ Dead Bodies Warns Sata, TP, Dec. 9, 2002.
50
UNIP Dismisses Sata’s Outbursts over Donors, TP, June 25, 2001.
51
We Can’t Fold Our Hands Over Iraq: Sata, TP, Mar. 26, 2003; War in Iraq is Evil, Charges Kavindele, TP, Apr. 3,
2003.
52
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"paid foot soldiers of the anti-Zimbabwe crusade" who “earn breadcrumbs by selling out on their
birthright, against Zimbabwe’s national interests . . . at the behest of their Western paymasters."54
Sata urged Africans to “join hands and launch strong protests against attempts by the west to
recolonize Zimbabwe.”55 He lauded Cuba for standing up to imperialists by defying the U.S.56 and
being “determined to ensure democracy for mankind”57 and said, “[i]f Zambia has to develop we
need to behave like Saddam Hussein, Fidel Castro, Muammaar Gaddafi and Robert Mugabe.”58
From the mid-2000s, however, as he increasingly incited Zambians against “the Chinese,” Sata
strove to make himself acceptable to the U.S. and U.K., countries that the PF sees as an alternative
to China and as major aid donors. The PF increasingly contrasted a benevolent West with a malign
China. After a process extending over more than five years, PF Secretary General Wynter
Kabimba could declare in 2012 that his government was now more closely aligned with the West
than the preceding government had been and that “the PF had managed to win donor confidence
which had waned under the MMD regime.”59 When former U.S. President George W. Bush visited
Zambia that year, Sata praised him “for having cared for Africa during his tenure in office,”60
despite the common and wide-ranging criticisms made of Bush’s Africa policies during his
administration.61
In the 2006 elections, Sata said that, in contrast to China, the European, U.S., Indian, and
Japanese governments had done “tremendous work in Zambia.”62 In 2007, he averred
[w]e want the Chinese to leave and the old colonial rulers to return . . . They exploited our
natural resources too, but at least they took good care of us. They built schools, taught us their
language and brought us the British civilisation…at least Western capitalism has a human face;
the Chinese are only out to exploit us.63
Just before the 2008 elections, Sata commended Britain for enhancing good governance in
Zambia.64 Sata was praised, in turn, by a prominent conservative U.K. journalist, who defended
British colonialism and voiced approval of Sata’s anti-Chinese campaign.65 It was alleged in 2011
that Britain’s Department for International Development (“DFID”) indirectly assisted the PF, by
funding forums of the Press Freedom Committee of The Post, an NGO that is open only to
employees of the Zambian newspaper most tightly associated with the PF.66
Soon after his 2011 electoral success, Sata stated his special appreciation for support received
from Britain. He told a U.K. journalist that "Africa and Zambia in particular drifted away from the
West for a long time and we have to reconcile." Sata added that “he is . . . keen to court British
influence in Zambia as a counterbalance to the heavy Chinese presence.”67 Referring to two
decades of MMD rule, he said that “most things had not gone right in the last 20 years as the
54
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country drifted away from the West to seek new friends” - a sarcastic reference to Chinese.68 Guy
Scott said that after the election, Zambians did not want to “remain static in ‘colonialism
nonsense,”69 i.e. should not dwell on the lingering negative effects of British colonialism, while
“the Chinese” “have a reputation for being somewhat . . . inhumane [and] are terrible managers.”70
Sata’s courting of Western elites included an address in Geneva to an organization of Swiss
investors in Africa in which he stated that “[we] cannot do without [Chinese] investment because
they even invest in rural areas. But we also need your investment because you are endowed with
good brains.”71
Sata commended former U.S. President George W. Bush when the latter visited Zambia in late
2011,72 while his uncle, Finance Minister Alexander Chikwanda, described the U.S. as “a reliable
ally.”73 The now-opposition MMD complained that Kambwili’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs was
spending huge sums at its embassy in the U.S.74 Sata’s appreciation for the U.S. was noted by an
ex-Bush Administration official and Washington Post columnist:
President Sata ran and won on a platform opposed to outsized Chinese influence. Upon taking
office, his first diplomatic meeting was with the Chinese ambassador - whom he publicly
excoriated for bad Chinese labor practices. Sata’s first public reception honored the [U.S.]
Peace Corps and USAID - America’s aid agency.75
Creating amicable relations with the U.S. and U.K. was a by-product of PF leaders’ antiChinese demagoguery. From 2005-2011, when the PF was the main opposition party, it engaged
in continuous anti-Chinese incitement, especially around the 2006, 2008, and 2011 presidential
elections. 76 Sata’s history of anti-Chinese politics were preceded, however, by more general
attacks on several of Zambia’s ethnic minorities.
In 2001, during Sata’s first run for president, only a few hundred Chinese lived in Zambia.
There was, however, a longstanding commercially-influential South Asian community and other
small minorities, such as Lebanese and Jews. As MMD government Minister without Portfolio,
Sata led an effort to change the constitution to allow a third term in office for President Frederick
Chiluba, a move opposed even by most of Sata’s fellow cabinet ministers.77 Sata singled out for
attack three opponents of his effort: (1) independent MP Dipak Patel and (2) Agriculture Minister
Suresh Desai - both Zambians of Indian descent, and (3) Simon Zukas, a Jewish hero of Zambia’s
independence struggle, former MMD cabinet minister, and head of a small opposition party. Sata
directed comments at Patel and Zukas that invoked their ethnicity. He said that “Zambia was for
indigenous Zambians and not for foreigners,” “urged Zambians not to accept to be ruled by white
men like Zukas again, [because] Zambians had fought white people to get independence and it
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would be a mistake to vote for the same people again.”78 Sata “cautioned Zambians of Asian
origin to cooperate if they wanted to continue living in the country or to enjoy their stay.”79
A U.S. journalist observed, “Zambia was one of the first African countries where the role of
China and of Chinese people in the country became an explicit and potent political issue.”80 By
2004, Sata was already starting to mention “the Chinese,” particularly in cultivating a political
base among Zambian market traders. He told them that, “The MMD government is removing you
from the markets and bringing the Lebanese and Chinese because they think you are fools.”81 In
the run-up to the 2006 elections, Sata was said to have told a rally in Lusaka that, “he would
deport investors of Lebanese, Chinese and Indian origin after he assumes office.”82 There were, at
that time, about 6,000 Chinese in Zambia, a country of over 12 million, and the Chinese
government had no program to send migrants to Zambia.83 Sata, however, stated that China had
made
Zambia a dumping place for human beings and that Zambia has become a province – no, a
district -- of China . . . . The Chinese are the most unpopular people in the country because
no one trusts them. The Chinaman is coming just to invade and exploit Africa. We need
investors not infesters.84
Sata promised that, if elected, he would switch relations from the People’s Republic of China to
Taiwan.85 His critics called Sata another Hitler or Idi Amin, the dictator who expelled South
Asians from Uganda in the 1970s,86 but Sata compared himself to Jesus wielding a sjambok
(southern African leather whip) in the temple.87
After the 2006 elections, Sata said, “Chinese investors have employed 20,000 dehumanized
Zambian workers.”88 He charged that in building a 41 sq. km. Multi-Facilities Economic Zone
(“MFEZ”) in Copperbelt Province, “[the Chinese] will have their state within a state, and will truly
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be able to do as they please.”89 Sata also said: "Zambia has become a labor camp. Most of the
Chinese are prisoners of conscience. I want any investment but not Chinese human beings. Why
should China have a development zone in Zambia? Where is the American development zone?
Where is the British development zone?"90
Sata averred that “China is not investing, they are just invading Zambia. They want to take over
Zambia the way the British colonialists did before independence . . . .”91 He also stated that
China’s “interest is exploiting us, just like everyone who came before . . . [t]hey have simply come
to take the place of the West as the new colonizer of Africa.”92 Sata judged that “Chinese
investment had not benefited Zambians at all,” as “Chinese investors were just plundering
everything in Zambia,” and “[f]or every dollar, the Chinese bring one China man.”93 Discussing
CNMC, a Chinese mining firm in Zambia, one study has noted that Sata “has on several occasions
threatened to expel the company if he is elected president, calling most Chinese investors in
Zambia exploiters who brought the country no benefit.”94 In a 2007 speech at Harvard University,
Sata, without citing evidence, made a series of charges against CNMC, “the Chinese,” and the
MMD for supposedly protecting them. He approved of the then-ruling, pro-independence
Taiwanese leaders.95 Sata continued to voice support for Taiwan independence at least until
2010.96
PF Secretary General Guy Scott said the Chinese are "not here to develop Zambia, they’re here
to develop China."97 He also stated that the Chinese do not care about workers’ safety and
rhetorically asked where the benefit was from Chinese mining investment.98 Scott constructed a
racial hierarchy of “foreigners” in Zambia that backhandedly complimented colonialism and
ranked contemporary mining investors. In Zambia, a country where most of the main mines have
been run by “white” firms (Canadian, Swiss, Australian and South African), but where there is
also one “Indian” and one Chinese mining firm: “People are saying: ‘We’ve had bad people before.
The whites were bad, the Indians were worse, but the Chinese are worst of all.’"99
Scott pronounced: "The Chinese are no longer welcome. They are seen as cheats . . . "100 that
Chinese turn African governments into “client factions” and "[t]hey are out to colonize Africa
economically.”101 Claiming there were 80,000 Chinese in Zambia, he said that "[p]eople are very
angry with China’s investment in Zambia: they are paid poor salaries, they work under risky
conditions . . . and this is why no one seems to be supporting them."102 Scott presided over
89
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Lusaka’s mayor’s suspension from the PF because she attended a reception for visiting Chinese
President Hu Jintao.103 In 2009, he wrote about how China has a “shocking record” on human
rights and overvalues its currency in order to unfairly promote exports and inhibit imports, key
ideas about China that the U.S. government promotes.104
In the 2008 election season, Sata opined that “the Chinese are not here as investors, they are
here as invaders . . . it is not only Zambia, it’s the whole Cape to Cairo where the Chinaman is.”105
After the election, Sata continued his anti-Chinese incitement. During the 2006 election, he had
condemned Chinese for operating shops at Lusaka’s Kamwala Market.106 In 2010, Sata said of
Lusaka’s Luburma market, built and run by a Chinese firm with a lease from the GRZ, that
Zambians should be the first ones to benefit from what is in their country and not Chinese. I am
against them abusing our people, and that abuse can be seen through them occupying all the
stalls . . . How can they take over the whole market and start selling things that Zambians can
also sell. This is unacceptable and it has to change.107
As with almost everything Sata has said about “the Chinese,” the claim was inaccurate: Chinese
hardly occupied all the market’s stalls, as the cited article itself indicates.108 In any case, Zambia’s
retail sector, like all other sectors, is open to full foreign participation.109
When the GRZ considered asking Chinese to return as investors in the Mulungushi Textile
factory, built by China and co-partnered with Zambia in the late 1960s, but shuttered by 2008,110
Sata ruled out inviting “the Chinese” back and said he would seek other investors,111 even though
regional PF heads backed Chinese investment in the plant.112After the 2008 election, when asked
about foreign investors to develop Luapula Province, Sata responded “[w]e don’t need to run to
China to come and develop our country.”113 He also said that Chinese and Malaysians (many of
whom are ethnic Chinese) practiced “slave labor” in Zambia,114 and that "the China man is the
rider, the African is the horse. The Chinese are the ones enjoying all the comfort."115 Sata judged
that Chinese SOEs are not engaged in investment, but merely in corruption.116 In 2009, he asserted
that “if 100 Chinese come, 20 of them are skilled and the other 80 are unskilled prisoners.”117 That
claim was picked up by the U.S. State Department, which, in a 2010 report, asserted without
evidence that
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[a]n increasing number of Chinese and Indian men recruited to work in Chinese or Indianowned mines in Zambia’s Copperbelt region are reportedly exploited by the mining
companies in forced labor. After work hours, some Chinese miners are confined to
guarded compounds surrounded by high concrete walls topped by electrified barbed
wire.118
The PF opposed selling the shuttered Luanshya Mine to CNMC, although both major miners
unions supported it.119 Kambwili noted that people in his Luanshya constituency “were being
made paupers,” “can’t send their children to school,”120 and “are now wallowing in abject
poverty." 121 Yet, he was preoccupied with ensuring that Chinese did not run the mine.
Kambwili “led a fierce opposition to the Chinese running the mine,”122 “appealed to government
to source funds from the World Bank to run the mine,”123 and “promised to look for an investor
in the United Kingdom to take over Luanshya Mine.”124 He stated that “the Chinese mine
managers” are paying Zambians “slave wages,”125 and “said the sale of the mine to [CNMC]
would bring Luanshya to an end.”126
After CNMC was tipped to buy the mine, but before it arrived there, Kambwili planned to
organize a demonstration against the investors.127 He stated that "[i]f the Mine [workers] Union
of Zambia [were] going to support Chinese investors, [he was] not going to support them . . .”
and vowed to continue speaking against Chinese running mines.128
Once CNMC arrived in Luanshya, Kambwili complained about how “it was unfortunate that
a picture had been painted that he was not for the idea of [CNMC] taking over the mines just
because the company hailed from China.”129 He continued, however, to attack “the Chinese,” (1)
for failing to re-open the shuttered mine within a couple months of its purchase,130 (2) about
employment terms for CLM’s 1,700 re-hired and 600 newly-hired Zambian permanent and
pensionable workers,131 and (3) for paying miners “peanuts,”132 including supposed salaries
below Zambia’s minimum monthly wage of K419,000, or about $100. 133 In early 2011,
Kambwili attacked the government for “protecting and defending the Chinese” and said that he
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had written to CLM managers to demand they increase workers’ salaries by 100%.134 He also
criticized the government for awarding construction project tenders to Chinese firms.135
In 2010, when China Development Bank (“CDB”) provided a $1B loan for Zambia’s planned
600 MW Kafue Gorge Lower hydroelectric station, to be built by China’s Sinohydro Corp., a firm
then adding 360 MW to Kariba North Bank hydrostation, 136 Sata said the investment was
“imaginary” and “[w]e have adequate facilities . . . [w]e don’t need a new Chinese plant.”137 He
also stated “he would send away Chinese workers from Zambia to leave room for Zambians to
take up jobs, while shoddy investors would also be expelled.”138
Early in the 2011 election season, Sata told Danish journalists that “the Chinese bring excessive
laborers, unskilled people, which is not the case with other Western investors,” that non-Chinese
mining firms “have invested a lot more than the Chinese,” Zambia’s buildings were all left by
Westerners, while Chinese had not constructed a single building in Zambia, and that Chinese had
come to Zambia “to seek refuge.” Furthermore, Sata stated that Westerners developed everything
in Copperbelt province, while “the Chinese have just come to sit in comfort. There isn’t anything
the Chinese have developed” and Chinese “export everything; what they leave is environmental
deterioration.” He added that, what Zambia earns from exports resulting from Chinese investment
is paid out to Chinese, while with Westerners (presumably in the colonial era), “everything they
sold came back to Zambia.” Sata concluded, “the Chinese are very crafty,” “extremely aggressive
economically,” live 60 to a room, and have “sprung out all over the world to protect their
[economic] environment.”139 Close to the vote, he told an Al-Jazeera researcher, “the Chinese
bring laborers to push wheelbarrows, which is wrong. They do not follow the minimum wage
when they are paying their people. The Chinese have no conditions of service. They don’t
provide protective clothing. The list is endless.”140
The anti-Chinese agitation led by Sata and Scott has been consequential. The Chinese
government complained that Western media exclusively cast the 2011 Zambia elections as a
“referendum on China”141 and, indeed, anti-Chinese sentiment, as well as the MMD’s failures,
may have motivated many voters. A key result of anti-Chinese agitation was that Chinese in
Zambia, from 2006-2011, were often kept on edge about whether they would be “chased” from the
country142 and were subjected to continuous demonization, including by Western media.
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Sata’s fulminations against “the Chinese” caused Hakainde Hichilema, leader of Zambia’s third
largest party, the UPND, to state that “attacks on Chinese nationals by a political party border on
racial discrimination.” 143 After his 2006 election defeat, Sata’s followers sacked Lusaka and
Copperbelt Chinese-owned shops,144 with “numerous shops being vandalized and several Chinese
traders being attacked.”145 In 2007, a high PF official said “the Chinese ‘will not have it easy
unless they change their ways’ and warned that ‘the people will rise.’”146
Scott admitted in 2012, “anti-Chinese resentment among the unemployed and others in Zambia”
includes “mild intimidation” and that due to "anti-orientalism," the Catholic Church “has had to
send elsewhere priests from the Philippines who had been working in Zambia.”147 Soon thereafter,
fifteen young men severely beat two Chinese on the streets of Luanshya, with the attack reportedly
connected with resentment at Chinese being employed at CLM.148 It was by no means the first
attacks on Chinese in the Copperbelt. For example, in November 2009, Zambian miners striking
at U.K./Indian-owned Konkola Copper Mine attacked Chinese construction workers, as well as the
quarters of Indian managers and engineers.149 In 2012, PF Secretary General Wynter Kabimba
recognized that among “youth from Africa,” there were “prejudices and stereotypes about China,”
but he ignored the PF’s role in creating them.150
The PF leaders’ claims that Chinese firms bring over Chinese to perform work that Zambians
could do -- claims without a reasonable basis, given the much higher costs of imported Chinese
labor -- likely played a direct role in the defilement case. The accused were skilled Chinese
craftsmen employed by 15MCC because it could not find Zambians with the skills and work pace
required in mine construction. Chief defense counsel Eric Silwamba noted that
[i]n Luanshya, there was resentment at the Chinese over jobs. Some Luanshya people who
wanted jobs at CLM had not gotten them . . . . The occupations of the defendants elicited
hostility, as they were ordinary craft workers and some locals believed that Zambians could and
should do their jobs. The situation was quite volatile [and] during the trial of defendants, life
activities in Luanshya were at a standstill.
Defense counsel further opined that anti-Chinese sentiment in Luanshya influenced the police
decision to carry out arrests of clients of prostitutes, unprecedented in Zambia, despite no reliable
link between the arrestees and the crime. He averred that such sentiment underlay rulings by the
magistrate: her denial of bail to defendants, ruling that they had a case to answer -- despite a poor
police investigation, botched identification process, and the prosecution’s failure to present
corroborative witness testimony -- as well as her sua sponte decision to call additional witnesses
after the accusers’ self-discrediting in open court.151
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The PF in Power and Racial Profiling

After the PF attained power in September 2011, it displayed a desire to improve relations with
China, as an important investment and trade partner.152 At a luncheon for Chinese investors in
October 2011, Sata stated “when we were campaigning people were complaining about the
Chinese and I promised that I will sort the Chinese out . . . [t]hey are also going to sort me out and
so we are going to use them to develop.”153 He joked, in February 2012 that, “‘[t]he Chinese of
[former President and MMD head] Rupiah Banda are different to the Chinese of Michael Sata.’”154
Fackson Shamenda, then-Minister of Labor, Sport and Youth (now Minister of Information,
Broadcasting and Labor) reportedly stated:
Chinese nationals living in Zambia should not be misled into believing that the
government hates them and [does] not cherish their investment [and they] should not to
[sic] listen to people peddling lies about the Government’s negative stance on Chinese
investment in the country . . . Zambians loved the Chinese and that is why they often
talked about them.155
Even Kambwili, as Sport & Youth Minister, has had to allow a Chinese construction contractor to
renovate Copperbelt Province’s Kitwe Playing Fields.156
Yet, the PF in power continue to racially profile, with high officials singling out Chinese for
condemnation, and then violating their right of equal protection. Guy Scott has continued to
associate whites with being at the top of a racial hierarchy, and has stated that in Zambia, “[p]eople
are nostalgic, not for exploitation and division, but for the standards of colonial times . . . .”157
The main instance of racial profiling, however, has been the Chinese defilement case, in which
then-Foreign Minister Kambwili intervened. Sata regards Kambwili as “one of his most
trustworthy PF party stalwarts”158 and also as one of its “radical people.”159 Before he was made
Foreign Minister, immediately after the PF came to power, Kambwili’s “foreign policy”
experience was exclusively limited to his attacks on Chinese in Zambia.160
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In fall 2011 and winter 2011-2012, because of his actions against “the Chinese,” Kambwili
enjoyed the support of leaders of the Mineworkers Union of Zambia (“MUZ”),161 the Federation of
Free Trade Unions of Zambia (“FFTUZ”),162 and the Small-Scale Miners Association of Zambia
(“SSMAZ”),163 even though both major miners’ unions had clashed with Kambwili when the PF
was in opposition.164 That was likely because Kambwili could provide the MUZ with leverage in
wage negotiations with CNMC mining firms165 because, in 2010, Kambwili quarreled with the
head of the FFTUZ’s rival, the Zambian Federation of Trade Unions (“ZFTU”),166 and because the
SSMAZ had sought, from CNMC and other mining firms, access for its members to mining
concession areas and waste dumps.167
Despite these endorsements, Kambwili has not been “pro-worker.” Over the objections of the
National Energy Sector and Allied Workers Union (“NESAWU”), he proposed the national
electricity company be split into small firms and sold to private investors.168 Kambwili is also a
businessman who owns eight firms. Some Kambwili’s firms supply goods and services to
mines.169 In 2009, Chinese-owned CLM awarded Kambwili’s firm, Roan Bread, a contract to
supply “Maheu drink;” another Kambwili firm got a contract to install equipment. After
Kambwili’s firms got contracts, and despite having earlier accused Chinese managers of paying
“slave wages to miners,” Kambwili “said he was overwhelmed by the huge investment CLM had
brought into Luanshya even before beginning production of copper” and “that apart from the huge
investment, he was impressed with the salaries the miners were getting.”170 In 2011, scores of
workers from his Mwamona Engineering firm claimed Kambwili had reduced their salaries by
35%, and then dismissed them without paying legally-mandated termination benefits. Kambwili
related that he had fired the workers for striking over the pay reduction and called them “thieves.”
The fired workers’ spokesperson commented: “[w]e cannot believe that a man who strongly
condemns Chinese investment in Zambia can treat us like this.”171
Since the PF took power in 2011, Chinese have been singled out for criticism in the defilement
case, but also in other incidents detailed below: as Labor Minister, Kambwili threatened to deport
a Chinese chief medical officer at a hospital for being “rude” to him. Two successive PF Ministers
of Mines, Fackson Shamenda and Wylbur Simusa, singled out for condemnation Chinese mining
firms’ labor practices. Deputy Minister of Labor Rayford Mbulu criticized CNMC’s Chambishi
a panel. “Kambwili, Others Storm MUVI Studio, Threaten Violence, TOZ, Jan. 21, 2010; Lusaka Police Warn, Caution
Kambwili, TOZ, Jan. 26, 2010; Kambwili Probe Handed over to DPP, TOZ, Feb. 1, 2010.
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Copper Smelter (“CCS”) when a Zambian security guard shot a robber, even though security
guards for other firms also use firearms against thieves. Commerce Minister Bob Sichinga,
without evidence, accused the MMD of having had billions of Zambian kwacha printed in China,
to be dispersed in the 2011 elections.
Such incidents demonstrate that the PF’s anti-Chinese campaign has continued now that it is a
ruling party. The PF, thereby, reassures supporters that it will still “sort out the Chinese”172 and
solidifies its connections with the U.S. and U.K. governments. China’s ambassador to Zambia
stated, in response to the incident involving Kambwili and the Chinese doctor, “there is only one
political party (PF) in Africa that makes China an issue."173 It is an issue the PF is reluctant to
discard, as the Chinese defilement case illustrates.
IV.

The Chinese Defilement Case in Context

A few days after the four Chinese workers’ arrest, State Prosecutor Ben Sichita argued against
bail. He said defendants “were citizens of another country and might flee the country, and would
also be likely to interfere with witnesses.” Defense counsel countered that “his clients were willing
to abide by all the conditions which the court has put in place.”174 Counsel also pointed out that
both defilement and assault were ordinarily bailable offenses, that his clients had fixed abodes, and
both the Zambians who stood as defendants’ sureties and the Chinese Embassy sought to see that
defendants would attend court.175 No evidence of intent to abscond, or even of such past conduct
by other foreigners, was presented.
Luanshya Magistrate Chitundu Nanyangwe Kalungu denied bail and was quoted as stating:
[M]uch as the defense said the accused were willing to surrender their passports, different
travel documents could be arranged for the accused by their embassy. If for instance
different names are used to obtain travel documents, port of exit officers at Zambian ports
would be none the wiser . . . [The Magistrate] added that while the accused were of fixed
abode, it can be agreed that they were not ordinarily resident in Zambia [and] it was not
known under which circumstances the accused persons were employed.176
Denial of bail for the four Chinese workers in December 2011—and particularly the reasons
given for its denial -- stood in marked contrast to grants of bail for European defendants in Zambia
recently charged with graver crimes. In October 2011, three Czechs, a welder, a technician, and a
carpenter, were charged with espionage, an offense carrying a sentence of up to 30 years, after
they took photos and made sketches of Zambian military installations. A magistrate granted bail of
K10m ($2,000), but ordered defendants to surrender their passports, not leave Zambia, and report
to police once a week. The Czech Foreign Minister tried to contact then-Foreign Minister
Kambwili, who demurred, stating that the government does not interfere in judicial affairs. After
the Czech Republic President intervened with Sata, bail conditions were relaxed and defendants
returned home. Defendants failed to appear at trial in February 2012, and arrest warrants were
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As President, Sata has had to publicly explain why he has not “chased the Chinese.” During his June, 2012 visit to
the UK, he held a meeting with hundreds of diaspora Zambians, a couple of whom said Zambians need protection from
“the Chinese,” who are taking the job of Zambians. Sata noted that Chinese in Zambia were hardworking and willing to
labor under harsh conditions “in the bush.” “Dinner with his Excellency Michael Sata in London, 6/6/12,” YOUTUBE,
www.youtube.com/watch?v=eg4QPg3DmGs&feature=relmfu.
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Kombe Chimpinde, et al., Zhou Accuses Kambwili of Lies, TP, Feb. 1, 2012
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Four Chinese Denied Bail, TOZ, Dec. 2, 2012.
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Silwamba interview.
176
Court Denies Chinese Charged with Indecent Assault Bail, TP, Dec. 2, 2012. The magistrate thus speculated that the
Chinese Embassy might help defendants abscond, a speculation also made in the CCM shooting case. No support for
such speculations exists; in fact, as argued below, the Chinese Embassy has not intervened when its citizens’ right of
equal protection was traduced.
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issued, but, in April, the state, without stating its reasons, entered a nolle prosequi. While not an
acquittal, it indicated the case would not be pursued. A judge discontinued the matter.177
In October 2011, a fifteen year-old Zambian girl accused Dutch citizen Evert Jan Wolf, an
engineer living in Kalulushi, Copperbelt, of defilement by drugging her, forcing her to have sex
with a dog, and paying off local police to threaten her. She also said he had indecently assaulted
other girls. An angry crowd attempted to burn Wolf’s home and fought running battles with police.
Wolf fled to Lusaka and evaded police there for three months. Yet, when he was finally
apprehended, a magistrate in Kitwe, Copperbelt granted bail. No trial was held. The next month,
prosecutors, without stating their reasons, entered a nolle prosequi.178
In contrast, the accused Chinese workers were imprisoned, pending trial, for more than three
months in “a stinking and overcrowded Zambian jail where conditions [were] so terrible they lead
to gastronomic disorders and skin diseases within days of confinement.” 179 Indeed, defense
counsel had to apply for medical bail and defendants were granted one week’s treatment at the
Sino-Zambian Friendship Hospital in Luanshya,180 a self-financing private hospital in Kitwe with
several Chinese and about forty Zambian doctors,181 where Kambwili’s confrontation with the
Chinese chief medical officer was to later take place.
As a GRZ newspaper noted, the Chinese defilement case saw “a lot of twists and turns.”182 One
twist was perjury by the accusers. The Chinese the accusers identified were initially charged with
defilement.183 Constance Mwansa testified in court in December that she met a Chinese man on
November 25 who paid her K20,000 (U.S. $4.00) for intercourse, but that he was not one of the
defendants, and that later she met another Chinese, who paid K90,000 ($18.00) to fondle her, but
he too was not a defendant.184 Mwansa added that everything occurred at night. She also testified,
however, that in the first instance, the Chinese in question had intercourse with both her and her
friend, Maureen Mukubanda, and, in the second instance, she had been fondled while Mukubanda
waited for her. Mwansa did not report these encounters to anyone, but testified that her aunt
subsequently encountered her in the street and alerted the Neighborhood Watch Association,
which had her arrested by police. Mwansa was held in custody overnight and the next morning
taken to 14 Shaft Hostels, where defendants and other Chinese employees of 15 Metallurgical
Construction Co. (“15MCC”) lived. Mwansa stated that she and other witnesses were “under
extreme pressure and intimidation” from police to identify some Chinese. Scared, Mwansa
randomly pointed at four Chinese, though none had had sex with her.185
Mukubanda testified that she and Mwansa had gone to meet Chinese mine constructors coming
out from 14 Shaft Hostels. She initially said one Chinese had intercourse with both her and
Mwansa at a spot behind Bwafwano Hall, paying her K20,000 and Mwansa K30,000, but later
177

Zambia Court Lets Three Czechs off the Hook, AFR. REV, Apr. 12, 2012,
http://www.africareview.com/News/Zambia-court-lets-Czechs-off-the-hook/-/979180/1385464/-/12x5744/-/index.html;
Julius Sakala, Espionage-Charged Czech Nationals Temporarily Released, The Analyst, Jan. 2, 2012 http://juliustheanalyst.blogspot.com/2012/01/espionage-charged-czech-nationals.html; Czech MEP Satisfied with Zambia Reacting
to his EU Appeal,” ZW, Nov. 24, 2011 (reproducing Czech News Agency report).
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Kalulushi Dog Sex Man Arrested,DM, Feb. 1, 2012; Kalulushi Man Charged for Dog Sex, DM, Feb. 2, 2012; Dog
Sex-Accused Appears in Court, DM, Feb. 21, 2012; Expatriate Off the Hook in Dog Sex Case, TOZ, Mar. 20, 2012.
179
See Mwanangombe, supra note 18, ; see also Chongwe Calls on Government to Build Bigger, Modern Prisons, TP
Apr. 7, 2012; Over 4,000 Inmates Infected with HIV, DM, June 20, 2012 (a fourth of Zambia’s 15,000 prisoners have
HIV/AIDS; statistics showing prevalence of malaria, diarrhea, tuberculosis and STDs among inmates).
180
Court Calls for Other Witnesses in Chinese Defilement Case, DM, Dec. 20, 2011; Silwamba interview.
181
Interview, Dr. Qin Xisheng, Chief Medical Officer, Sino-Zam Hospital, Kitwe, Aug. 15, 2012.
182
Chinese Men Walk to Freedom, DM, Mar. 7, 2012
183
Four Chinese Men Seized for Defiling Zambian Girls,” AFR. REV., Nov. 29, 2011,
http://www.africareview.com/News/Chinese-seized-for-defiling-Zambian-girls/-/979180/1281670/-/com5vz//index.html; see 4 Chinese Charged, supra note 14.
184
At the time of the arrests, the girls reportedly stated they were given K90,000 for intercourse and K30,000 for
fondling. Kambwili Warns. They reversed the relationship between the sums and acts in their court testimony.
185
Remanded Chinese Identification Done Under Duress: Abused Minors, TP, Dec. 14, 2012; ‘We were Paid Cash After
Sex, TOZ, Dec. 10, 2011; Final Submission: 4-6, 9, 50, 53.
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said one Chinese had sex with her and another did so with Mwansa. Mukubanda also said she
identified defendants under police duress and could not identify the man who had sex with her.
The policemen who testified failed to correctly identify the defendants as associated with the
charges laid against them. One policeman also stated that identifications of defendants were made
at 14 Shaft Hostels early on the morning after the incident, but no identification parade was held.
Another officer said the accused had denied all allegations. No other witnesses corroborated the
alleged acts, and none testified that the accusers were in distress when encountered after the
alleged acts. No medical evidence was submitted.186
In January, the girls changed their stories, and stated in open court that they had lied, prompted
by their adult neighbor Helen Kalunga, who had “asked them not to point at any accused persons.”
The girls then claimed that they could, in fact, identify defendants as their victimizers, but when
Mwansa attempted to do so, she identified defendant Yang as one of the two Chinese who had
intercourse with her, when, in fact, he was charged only with having fondled Mukubanda.187
Magistrate Daniel Musonda sentenced both girls to two months in jail; Kalunga was given six
months. No motive for the subornation of perjury was adumbrated.188
Besides the twist of perjury by the accused, there was another turn. Mukubanda had testified
that she too had been defiled and not merely fondled. After having told the court that she had lied
in her initial testimony, Mukubanda said she could identify defendant Zhu as her defiler, but the
indictment alleged that Zhu had indecently assaulted Mwansa. A medical exam, conducted several
weeks after the alleged incidents, moreover, determined that Mukubanda could not have been
defiled because she was virgo intacta. Mukubanda then claimed that the physician’s report that
she was a virgin was a lie. On February 2, a magistrate concluded that the accused had a case to
answer. Defense lawyers Eric Silwamba and Chali Chitala told the court, on February 8, that their
clients would remain silent and not call witnesses; not surprisingly, as the accusers’ contradictory
and perjured testimony compromised the prosecution case. The State filed submissions on
February 14, and defense lawyers filed a response the following day.189
Magistrate Kalungu read out, on March 6, a sixty-four page decision that acquitted
defendants.190 The magistrate termed the case “frivolous,” and a “catalog of errors” by police that
“was poorly investigated and prosecuted by the state.” Furthermore, the magistrate queried:
“[w]hy were these particular Chinese nationals charged with these sexual crimes when both police
drawing up the docket and public prosecutors studying the docket knew that the witnesses had
identified the wrong men?” She found no consistency in the accusers’ testimony, no connecting
evidence to prove the accused were at the crime scene, and no corroborative evidence. The
magistrate determined that the accusers had lied, noting that the girls first told police they could
positively identify the four Chinese, then testified in court that they had seen the Chinese only in
the dark and that all Chinese look alike to them. Later, the girls again claimed they could
positively identify defendants. The magistrate also said police were derelict in failing to call any
independent persons to identify the accused. She noted that even the arresting policeman could not
identify defendants in court, and that the complaint filed in the case itself failed to properly
identify the accused.191
186
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A Western press agency noted that “[t]he men were arrested . . . amidst public and political
outrage that could have placed the police under pressure to rush the case to court before full
investigations were completed.”192 Apart from its investigative and prosecutorial malpractices,
even if the accused had unequivocally been identified as victimizers, they had potential defenses or
mitigating elements that many Zambians prosecuted for defilement do not have: denial of equal
protection created by selective prosecution and top-level political intervention in the case.
One potential defense was that the workers had little way of knowing the girls were under the
age of consent, because the age of consent is higher in Zambia than in China and because the
Chinese workers were not appraised by their employer or by officials about what the Zambian age
of consent. In China, the age of consent is fourteen, not sixteen, as in Zambia. One who has sex
with a child under fourteen in China can be charged with child rape and face a penalty of ten years
to death. The penalty for sex with an underage prostitute is said to be, variously, five years or more
and a fine, or three to ten years. Thus, Chinese law does not penalize sex with underage prostitutes
nearly as strongly as it does with other underage victims, though there are ongoing efforts to
abolish the “underage prostitution” law in favor of one law on underage sex.193
The accused workers were in Zambia for a short-term project. Personnel of CNMC first arrived
at the Mulyashi mine construction site in August 2009, and presumably could have begun work
any time thereafter.194 When Chinese workers were brought in for construction projects, they had
little contact with the local people.195 One such Chinese worker in Zambia told a researcher he and
the other Chinese workers “normally [] don’t go outside.”196 This may be for “security reasons,”
because “[t]here ha[d] been quite a lot of incidents directed against Chinese people.”197 Because
most firms demand their workers not have sexual contact with the locals, regardless of age, most
firms in Africa do not inform Chinese workers about the local age of consent. 198 A journalist
reporting on Chinese firms in Angola observed that “[i]f a worker becomes romantically or
sexually involved with a local, he’s quickly hustled back to China.”199
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It should also be noted that child prostitution is much rarer in China than in Zambia and
thus Chinese patrons of prostitutes may be less attuned to the possibility that those they patronize
may be underage. A study of twelve countries found that Zambia had the second highest
proportion of child prostitutes among them, 580 per 100,000 population. While this was not much
more than half the rate for the top-ranking country, Thailand (903 per 100,000), Zambia’s
proportion was much higher than those of all the other ten countries. The US, for example, had 96
per 100,000, while China had the lowest proportion of child prostitutes, at only 15 per 100,000.200
Such bans may however be compromised by prostitutes who seek out Chinese. The latter are
regarded as having more money than locals and myths exist in Africa that “men from Asian
countries do not have HIV/AIDS.”201 A newspaper stated in 2013 that according to a the district
AIDS task force in Luapula Province, “Young girls in Kawambwa’s Mushota area are reportedly
chasing after Chinese men working on Kawambwa-Luwingu road to have a feel of ‘Chinese sex,’”
that “a number of girls interviewed said they wanted to experience unprotected sex with Chinese
men,” and that the prostitutes involved were 14 to 16 years old.202 In any case, the ban on sexual
contacts and a possible inclination by the complainants or others to gain financially, may have
contributed to the defilement case in Luanshya. According to China’s Ambassador to Zambia,
The actual situation was that women in that area were very angry that they lost
business, because 15 MCC has a rule that its employees not to go to prostitutes.
The company was strict about it. So the main problem was not defiling, but ‘not
defiling.’ But then the case became political . . . 15 MCC was told that it could
pay some money and then they would not press the case. But [that] could still be
a setup, because if 15 MCC had paid, the process would have been videotaped as
evidence for further blackmailing. And the process could repeat itself. So
throughout the process, 15 MCC didn’t pay anything and insisted on going
through the legal proceedings.203
It was a setup and the girls had been organized to press the case. Ordinarily,
parents would be the first to be concerned, but in this case, at the hearing, no
parent showed up. The Chinese company also thought hard about it, because the
demand that the company pay the girls, as if to cover up the case, is a serious
matter. And the company . . . made a decision not to be involved. The company
took no action whatsoever when the proceeding took place at the local level,
because the whole thing at that level had been a setup.204
Chinese workers willing to violate a company ban on all sexual contact with local women might
assume that the age of consent in Zambia is no higher than in China. Even if the workers knew the
age of consent in Zambia, the parties would still be involved in prostitution. In Zambia, laws
http://www.nyasatimes.com/malawi/2012/03/14/malawi-blames-chinese-on-increased-spread-of-hivaids/ (Chinese
workers at Malawi construction site reportedly patronize local prostitutes).
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countries where opposition parties have politicized the Chinese presence, unsubstantiated claims have been made about
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against prostitution per se and reports of prosecutions for the defilement of girls paid for sex are
nonexistent.205 The workers may have believed that remunerated sex with underage girls is either
not illegal in Zambia or is only notionally illegal.
Foreign Minister Kambwili intervened in the case from the outset,206 even though Zambian law
regards public comment on a case sub judice as contempt of court.207 Kambwili said that the
“[g]overnment has continued to receive reports on bad behavior of Chinese workers in Luanshya,”
that “[g]overnment has received reports that some locals organize girls for the Chinese at a fee,”
and that “[g]overnment will not entertain bad behavior from Chinese nationals working in the
mines.” Kambwili stated that he would meet with 15MCC on the following Sunday “so that . . .
[they could] educate them on the need for them to abide by the laws of the country.”208 While he
might have sought to meet 15MCC workers in his capacity as the local MP, his statements
mentioned “[g]overnment,” in which he was then a minister.
Kambwili’s pronouncements and the unprecedented GRZ effort to “educate” the 15MCC
workers were seemingly formulated to promote the idea that Chinese workers were key abusers of
underage girls involved in the local sex trade. That this idea is fanciful would have been obvious to
Kambwili. The spread of prostitution in mining townships has been linked to the privatization of
the mines.209 A 2009 report on Zambia’s mining communities, authored by the president of a
miners’ union and the International Labor Organization’s representative in Lusaka, stated that
“[p]rostitution, including that of very young girls, is very common, and clearly linked to the lack
of alternative income earning possibilities, and to the high levels of substance use and abuse, and
the ‘fast money’ culture. As a result, HIV exposure and infection levels are high.”210 Of the
general mine workforce, only a few hundred of the 55,000 miners are Chinese, and even fewer are
involved in patronizing underage prostitutes.211 A South African political scientist and journalist
whose specialties include the Chinese presence in Africa, has observed that:
Mining overwhelmingly takes place far away from urban centers. Mines
overwhelmingly employ men. There isn’t a lot for these men to do during their
free time, because the mine is so far away from the city. The local women don’t
have many options, because extractive industries don’t tend to employ many
unskilled women and they don’t add much to the local communities . . . . The
205
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miners are bored, the local women are poor . . . the math . . . is pretty simple in
the African shantytowns surrounding big mines . . . . [T]his is far from the only
case of underage prostitution in Zambia’s Copperbelt region – in fact, the
[Zambian media’s] implication seems to be that it is not only routine, but
routinely ignored – one aspect of the desperate times facing this Copperbelt town.
Some of the community members interviewed made it clear that the only reason
this particular case is getting this level of attention is because the defendants are
Chinese.212
Assuming the guilt of defendants while the trial was ongoing, and of the Chinese more broadly,
Kambwili stated: “I will meet the Chinese and I will tell them how to behave like Zambians in
Zambia. If incidents such as the one in Roan, where young girls were sexually abused occur again,
we shall have no option but deport all the culprits because we shall not condone people molesting
our young girls.”213 On December 4, Kambwili was to address the assembled 15MCC workers.
Reportedly, 270 of the 15MCC workers were Chinese.214 However, as of December 31, 2011, 370
of the 1,320 workers were Chinese, and the other 950 were Zambians. 215 Kambwili was familiar
with the company. In September 2011, he intervened when Zambian workers put down their tools
as part of a strike aimed at “improv[ing] conditions of service” that began just after Sata’s election.
Kambwili met with management and addressed the strikers, who soon after returned to work.216
While Kambwili expected that all 15MCC Chinese employees would attend the December 4th
meeting, when he arrived with another Luanshya MP, Luanshya’s mayor and the District
Commissioner, he found only twenty Chinese workers in attendance. 217 15MCC’s General
Manager had no explanation for why more workers had not attended.218 Kambwili said: “this is a
joke, which is not funny, and I will not take it lightly.” 219 He cancelled the meeting, ordered the
General Manager to assemble all the Chinese workers the next day, and directed the District
Commissioner and the Mayor to ensure that the order was carried out.220 Kambwili’s orders to the
officials are another indication that he was acting in his capacity as a cabinet minister and not as an
MP.
Attendance on December 5th met Kambwili’s expectations, as the whole 15MCC Chinese
workforce was present. Kambwili accused the Chinese of beating and insulting Zambian workers,
and said that rather than “have carnal knowledge of young girls,” they should feel free to marry
Zambian women, a remark journalists regarded as a joke.221 Videos of the meeting show Chinese
workers in attendance smiling and vigorously applauding Kambwili’s remarks, although, given
that most workers understand little or no English, it is unclear whether their reaction to
Kambwili’s speech was “spontaneous.”222 In any case, Kambwili’s speech had a certain irony, as
the accused were before a magistrate on that day to plead not guilty.223
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Reportedly, “sexual offenses such as defilement top[] the list of convicted persons in Zambian
prisons.”224 On Youth Day 2012, the major privately-owned PF-supporting newspaper, The Post,
ran a long analysis by the leading NGO, the Jesuit Centre for Theological Research, on defilement
and labeled it “a grave problem we need to face and attend to as a nation.”225 Lusaka’s University
Teaching Hospital has noted, “the number of defilement cases being recorded has been on the
increase and that now it’s an everyday situation, especially among girls between the ages of 12 and
14 years.” 226 Zambia’s NGO Coordinating Council (“NGOCC”) has taken up defilement as one
its main issues,227 and has called for life in prison for defilers.228 The Zambia Association of
Women Judges is reportedly “working on modalities to establish specialized fast-track courts to
deal with defilement cases.”229
Besides poverty-driven prostitution, defilement is tied to Zambia having one of the world’s
highest HIV/AIDS rates; some 14.3% of Zambia’s population aged 15-49 has the virus,230 and the
proportion rises to 23% in Copperbelt’s capital, Kitwe.231 In Zambia, it is widely believed that
having sex with a virgin will cure the disease.232 There are also “myths from traditional healers
that having sex with a minor could bring one riches.”233
Zambia Police Victim Support Unit (“VSU”) statistics recorded 1,676 defilement cases in 2009.
Prosecutions resulted in 277 convictions and 63 acquittals.234 The VSU recorded 2,028 defilement
cases in 2010235 and 1,939 cases in 2011.236 Cases are concentrated in Lusaka, where 13.3% of
Zambians live.237 Police records showed 1,089 defilement cases there in 2011, and 383 more in
2012’s first quarter.238 These statistics may represent a relatively high rate of defilement in Zambia
compared to other developing countries. For example, Rwanda has approximately 11 million
people, not much ess than Zambia’s approximate 13.3 million, and reported only 255 defilement
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cases in 2011. 239 Malaysia, with twice the population of Zambia, averaged less than 1,600
defilements per year from 2005-2010.240
In 2012, Minister of Home Affairs Kennedy Sakeni stated, “defilement cases are everincreasing nearly every day due to lack of security and sensitization programs.”241 Statistics on
Zambian cases also likely represent an undercounting of instances of defilement. About sixty-five
percent of Zambians live outside urban areas.242 Underreporting of rural cases is probably rife: a
Chief of the Tonga people in Choma, Southern Province, has said that over seventy percent of
defilement cases in his chiefdom are not reported, due to stigma attached to victims.243
While it is unclear if Zambia actually has a much higher rate of defilement than most other
countries, many Zambians see it as rising to crisis proportions.244 Luanshya, situs of the Chinese
defilement case, has a dubious distinction in this regard. It has been a focus of not only the GRZ
and media attention on defilement, but also uniquely of accusations made by Gender Deputy
Minister Estelle Banda, who suggests that a “cartel” of local women are defiling young boys.245
V.

Reactions to the Case

With the trial of the four defendants underway in January 2012, 246 the world was to hear of the
Chinese defilement case, mainly through Western-based sources, and most prominently through
the U.S. Government’s broadcasting service, Voice of America. Its story on Vice President Guy
Scott’s visit to China discussed the case and erroneously claimed that defendants were accused of
“raping seven Zambian children.” 247 It also neglected to mention that prostitution was involved.248
A few days later, Scott returned from his visit to China, while the defilement case was ongoing,
and claimed that the PF was “treat[ing] Chinese investors just like South African, European, or
American investors according to what was stipulated by the law.”249
However, to some Zambians, it was obvious that the defendants were prosecuted because they
were Chinese. A miner in Roan Township, where the incident arose, said that “here most povertystricken young women and girls prostitute themselves to men who have money to spend,
regardless of nationality . . . ‘the Chinese just happened to be men of a wrong nationality, that is
all.’”250
In the blogosphere, Kambwili was lionized, mainly by North America and U.K.-based diasporic
Zambians, as soon as he intervened in the Chinese defilement case. Many demanded that the then-
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unindicted Chinese be imprisoned for life, castrated and deported, or executed.251 However, a few
bloggers protested that Kambwili had intervened in a judicial process and/or that his actions were
discriminatory. One blogger pointed out that non-Chinese foreigners employed by mines in
Zambia are also involved in sexual acts with underage girls. Referring to two major Canadianowned mines in Zambia’s Northwest Province, he stated:
I was in Solwezi last weekend. There, at the Floriana Inn, I saw expat workers
from Kansanshi and Lumwana mines drinking, dancing and fondling young girls
between the ages of 12 and probably 16 . . . . [T]hey were senior Australian,
South African and British expats from those two mines. My insider informed me
that they use their Zambian subordinates to round up these juvenile girls for
them.252
Kambwili also received praise for his actions at 15 MCC from many bloggers, some of who
identified themselves as PF supporters.253 However, there were criticisms from Zambians who
branded Kambwili’s intervention legally inappropriate, undiplomatic, or racist. On the Zambian
Watchdog website, Katongo Nsambe wrote about Kambwili’s visit to 15 MCC and said: “How
would he feel if Zambians in China were paraded like that and lectured about their sex lives in
front of TV cameras?”254 One “Lyelela” posted:
Surely it is racist to tar all Chinese working [i]n Luanshya with the same brush as
those alleged to have defiled children and have yet to be found guilty in a court
of law[.] Those who may have sexually abused children did so not because they
were Chinese but because they are perverted. Defiling children happens all over
the world so why should every Chinese living in Luanshya be summoned to be
shouted at by Kambwili? I remember two years ago here in the UK, a Zambian
by the name of Kenyanta Mulenga was convicted of murder[.] [D]oes that mean
every Zambian or Bemba resident in the UK is equally guilty as the murderer
Kenyanta Mulenga? Would it have been acceptable at the time for the UK
foreign secretary to summon all Zambian[] resident[s] in the UK to for him ‘to
have a word with them’? We cannot allow our govt[.] to behave in a manner that
can be construed to be xenophobic and racist.255
A post written by “Dirazo,” referring to incidents in which Michael Sata had been accused of
breaches of the law in South Africa in 2005 and in the U.K. in 2007, stated:
Kambwili should be consistent with [the] civilized way with dealing [with]
matters of [a] criminal nature. When Michael Sata had his US$27,000
confiscated from him by the South African authorities, did they later summon all
Zambians in [Johannesburg] to be addressed by [South Africa’s then-African
National Congress Youth leader Julius] Malema? [O]r when the same Sata lied in
London that a Chinese national had stolen his passport, was every Zambian
251
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residing in London called to a meeting to be addressed on the issue of lying about
stolen passports[?] Where then does Kambwili get his authority of summoning
innocent residents of his constituency?256
A post by “The Real Muntu” wrote that fellow Zambians should look to the moral education of
their children. Assuming the guilt of the Chinese defendants, he added:
It is not only the Chinese defiling these kids. Zambians and blacks for that
matter are actively engaged in the immoral acts with [c]hildren. I think
Xenophobia or is it Sinophobia is at work here. Zambians are being racist big
time. This time the victims are [C]hinese. Four [C]hinese defile girls and every
Chinese should be addressed? Shame Bwana Minister. Please let us use the
[j]udiciary to solve such issues. That[‘]s what China does to our [d]rug [d]ealers
in their [c]ountry.257
The GRZ did not express disapproval of Kambwili’s actions related to the Chinese defilement
case. When he was made Minister of Labor on January 13, 2012, the GRZ voiced an appreciation
of what he had done as Foreign Minister. A Government spokesperson said “the decision to move
Mr. Kambwili is based on the fact that he performed exceptionally well . . . .” 258 Because
Kambwili had done little as Foreign Minister, it may well have been his act vis-a-vis “the Chinese”
that led PF leaders to believe he performed well. In fact, even the PF-supporting newspaper The
Post accepted that he had committed many diplomatic faux pas.259
There was a mixed reaction to the acquittal. PF-supporting bloggers, as well as some with no
indicated party affiliation, voiced outrage that “the Chinese” were not found guilty. They
disagreed that a lack of evidence against the accused should determine the outcome of the case.
Despite the magistrate’s detailed legal analysis, some bloggers speculated that she had been
bribed.260 Some news sources could not let go of the idea that those acquitted must be guilty, with
one headlining an article about the acquittal “Chinese Defilers Freed.”261 Another bannered that
“Chinese [D]efile[r]s [W]alk to [F]reedom, [C]ommunity [S]hocked,”262 even though nothing in
the article indicated anyone’s shock. A few bloggers, however, argued against an assumption of
guilt based on nationality. One blogger said on a Kitwe newspaper website:
In Law and Practice, whether an accused person must be convicted or acquitted is
a matter of clear evidence. Any competent court of law will acquit any accused
person where it is found that there is no evidence to suggest that the complainant
was defiled. It doesn’t matter whether the accused is Zambian, British or
Chinese, as the Law must treat everyone equally. There’s no evidence and you
want them sent to prison simply because they are Chinese? Come on people, let’s
be fair.263
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Other bloggers at the same website pointed out that some Zambian girls had two identification
cards with different ages. They argued that the police never had evidence that would warrant a
prosecution, but went forward with one in order to please Kambwili.264
Defense counsel told his clients that in light of the acquittal, they could bring a civil suit for
malicious prosecution based on racial discrimination. The Chinese embassy also considered
making a demarche to the GRZ based on perceived racial discrimination. The defendants
themselves indicated their own feelings of having been very unfairly treated, but, nevertheless,
decided to return to China immediately.265
Despite the acquittal, the Chinese defilement case has contributed to a negative image of
Chinese in Zambia and beyond. A survey of 155 Zambians, conducted while the case was in
progress, recorded sixty-nine negative statements about the social behavior of Chinese in Zambia
that pertained to sexually-related amorality: for example, “encouraging prostitution, raping
Zambian girls in Luanshya, impregnating and abandoning Zambian girls.”266 The survey’s author
observed that “the alleged abuse of Zambian girls in Luanshya by four Chinese men in 2011 led to
fierce reactions [on] the part of the Zambian interviewees.” 267 Apart from the treatment of
Zambian workers by Chinese-owned companies, one of “the most pressing issues for the Zambian
respondents” was “the moral behavior of Chinese people, especially the defilement case in
Luanshya.”268
The survey’s finding of intensely negative Zambian attitudes toward Chinese, focusing on
defilement, was wholly caused by the then-ongoing case, but such attitudes came to exist despite
an absence of evidence that the Chinese in Zambia encourage prostitution. Moreover, though a few
cases, from elsewhere in Africa, have been reported in which Chinese allegedly impregnated local
women apparently none of these instances involved Zambians. The impression that Chinese had
impregnated Zambians may have derived from one Zimbabwean and one Kenyan story that
appeared in Zambian media at the time of the survey.269 In any case, inaccuracies have a long
afterlife: studies show that due to the common process of “biased assimilation,” even discrediting
information is usually dismissed by those whose initial belief the information might undermine.270
The mere existence of the Chinese defilement case, despite the acquittal, thus may cause the
Chinese to be long imagined as defilers.271 That may be the one possible non-political explanation
for a statement by Zambia’s Minister of Labour and Social Security More than two years after the
Chinese defilement case, he discussed the heavy work schedules of Chinese doing construction
projects in Zambia. Seemingly oblivious to the fact that the defendants in the Chinese defilement
case had been acquitted, Minister Fackson Shamenda observed that “lack of time for Chinese
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workers to socialize could lead to bad episodes such as the one in the Copperbelt where some
Chinese workers defiled young girls.”272
VI.

Other Post-Election Denials of Equal Protection Involving Chinese

Kambwili was removed as Foreign Minister on January 12, 2012 and made Labor Minister,
allegedly because “diplomats complained that Kambwili lacked diplomatic etiquette . . . [and his]
language was vulgar.”273 For example, a conservative U.S. journal recounted, with approval, that
when Amnesty International requested that the GRZ arrest a visiting George W. Bush as a war
criminal, “Kambwili had a tart response. ‘On what basis does Amnesty International want us to
arrest Mr. Bush? Tell them to hang, and also please ask them to create their own country and wait
for Mr. Bush to visit their country so that they can arrest him to suit their wish and not here in
Zambia.’”274 However, Kambwili indicated that Sudan’s President Omar al-Bashir, denounced by
the U.S. and under an International Criminal Court indictment opposed by the African Union,
would “regret the day he was born,” and would be arrested if he set foot in Zambia.275
In his last press conference as Foreign Minister, Kambwili stated “I’m going to [L]abour to sort
out the issue at [L]abour . . . . I’ve never used any vulgar language . . . . I think I’ve scored a lot of
success everywhere I’ve gone.’"276 He added that “Government would not hesitate to take punitive
action against investors who continued to verbally abuse Zambian workers . . . [as] it was against
the Zambian tradition for people to use abusive language.”277 About two weeks later, Kambwili
was to excoriate to his face and order the deportation of a senior Chinese surgeon who had worked
in Zambia for years at the CNMC-built Sino-Zam Hospital.278
Soon after becoming Labor Minister, Kambwili began surprise visits to industrial firms,
focusing on those owned by Chinese and ethnic Indians.279 An analyst said, “Kambwili went on a
rampage aimed primarily at Chinese interests.” 280 Another reported that Kambwili “ordered
inspections of factories on the Copperbelt, paying special attention to Chinese-owned operations,”
and claimed “to have reports of Zambian laborers ‘being treated worse than animals in their own
country by Chinese.’”281 Still, another analyst said Kambwili “lambasted Chinese and Indian
economic interests.”282 For example, on January 24th, he visited Gourock Ltd. Co., an Indianowned cooking oil and soap factory. He instructed its manager to:
Tell your people to stop insulting the Zambians because they will be forced to leave this
country if they continue with this kind of behaviour . . . . You should also stop bringing a
lot of Indians to come and work because our own people have the capacity to do so. We
allow you to invest because we want to create employment for our people.283
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Reportedly, the manager responded weakly by saying that he had been in Zambia for three years,
and wanted to stay.284 That day, Kambwili also visited Scaw Ltd., an ethnic Indian-owned metal
molding company, where he “castigated some Zambian workers and there [sic] supervisors for
defending the company’s flaws.”285 He then went to CNMC-owned Chambishi Copper Smelter,
where he told management to reduce the number of Chinese workers.286
The day of the Sino-Zam incident, January 27th, Kambwili had already visited Israeli-owned
emerald producer Kagem Mine and the “white-owned” Alfred Knight engineering firm. 287
Pronouncing that “Zambia is for Zambians,” he ordered these firms to reduce the number of
foreigners they employ, and to pay Zambian managers and professionals the same as
expatriates.288 He arrived at Sino-Zam unannounced, claiming to “verify alleged reports of poor
conditions of service . . . .”289 Kambwili was met by Chief Medical Officer Qin Xisheng.290
Pointing his finger at Qin, Kambwili said he had been told that nurses at Sino-Zam receive
K700,000 as basic pay and that the PF, unlike the MMD, would not accept poor salaries being
paid. 291 Kambwili also erroneously claimed that the GRZ had set a precedent by doubling the
salaries of publicly-employed health workers and said that he “expected the private companies to
follow suit.”292
Dr. Qin recalled that a friend who worked for Zambia’s President had told him earlier to expect
a visit by the Minister of Health. Instead, Kambwili and a group of journalists had come. Qin saw
Kambwili, but did not know who he was. Kambwili told Qin who he was, and said he was there to
deal with the issue of low wages. When Kambwili stated that he had heard that nurses there were
paid K700,000 a month, Dr. Qin replied that they earn K2m.293 Pointing his finger at Qin,
Kambwili said “you Chinese come to our country to exploit our people and just make money,”
and added something about China that Qin considered disparaging. Qin refuted this, and claimed
the nurses were not being mistreated.294 At the time, Qin thought to himself, “if I did something
wrong, you can criticize me. If you want to criticize Chinese in Zambia, that’s OK too, because
not all Chinese here are good. But if you want [to] criticize my country, that’s another matter.”
He then told Kambwili, “[y]ou are a very rough person. I cannot imagine how someone like you
can be a minister . . . why do you keep pointing your finger at me? You’re very rough.”295
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Qin also reportedly asked Kambwili “to use diplomacy when talking to him.”296 Kambwili
retorted that Qin “was equally being rude for answering and defending himself even when he was
in the wrong.”297 Officials in Kambwili’s entourage also rebuked the doctor.298 Kambwili, “as a
warning to other foreign investors,” stated, “I am giving you seven days in which to vacate the
office. I have revoked your work permit with immediate effect.” He directed the acting Labor
Commissioner to immediately contact the Ministry of Home Affairs to cancel the permit and
ensure Qin left Zambia within seven days. Qin retorted by querying “Can I leave tomorrow?” and
added, “despite being a foreigner he deserved some respect from Mr. Kambwili when discussing
labor matters.” He further stated, “I may be Chinese, but I have worked here for so many years,
saving the lives of many Zambians. I have been dedicated to doing my work and I have only been
home for 90 days to see my family.”299
In an interview, Qin later related that he had occasionally thought of leaving for Canada or
Australia, where a friend had guaranteed him a job, and where he could make US$20,000-$30,000
a month. Alternatively, if he set up a private practice in Zambia, Qin could earn $50,000 a month,
or more, by sacrificing efficiency and halving staff at Sino-Zam. Yet, Qin did not open a private
practice in Zambia because he “wants to accommodate as much employment as possible.”300
While Qin made a moral plea, he also had a potential legal defense: the Zambia Supreme Court
decision, Attorney General v. Clarke.301 In Clarke, the Attorney General appealed against a High
Court decision nullifying an order to deport British national and long-term Zambia resident Roy
Clarke, a columnist for The Post newspaper.302 In 2004, Clarke contributed a satirical article with
crude descriptions of the physical features of government officials, comparing them to various
animals.303 He also alleged that the President and some ministers had rigged the 2001 elections.304
The Minister of Home Affairs ordered Clarke’s deportation, erroneously claiming he was doing no
more than what had been done to a Zambian High Commissioner in the U.K. who was deported
after calling that country a “toothless bulldog.”305 The Minister also argued that Clarke’s insults
were so grave that they could lead to violence. Clarke responded that his article was satire
protected by freedom of expression and freedom of the press and not intended to inspire
violence.306 The deportation order, he contended, “was explicitly taken on grounds of his origin,
nationality and race.”307 The Supreme Court reasoned that no discrimination was involved because
only a foreigner can be deported from Zambia. It nevertheless ruled in Clarke’s favor, because
deportation was “disproportionate” and “too extreme.”308 The Clarke decision might have served
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as controlling precedent had Qin adjudicated the deportation order that Kambwili demanded
against him.
Most bloggers on the Lusaka Times (“LT”) website, many of whom live in North America or
the U.K., applauded Kambwili’s actions, and some proposed that Kambwili become Sata’s
successor as top PF leader. 309 Other bloggers, however, objected that Kambwili’s finger pointing
was rude, or asserted that he was acting ultra vires by attempting to instruct another ministry to
cancel a legally-held work permit in retaliation for its holder, calling him rude. One blogger
termed Kambwili a racist and asked why he had singled out Chinese, another blogger ventured to
say that some workers in Kambwili’s Ministry of Labor are paid less than Dr. Qin’s nurses.310
Both supporters and detractors among the LT bloggers were sufficiently impressed with the overthe-top nature of Kambwili’s actions, and they dubbed him “The Monster of Labor.”311
Kambwili appeared on a radio program on January 29th and said that “he was shocked by the
treatment he got at one company run by a Chinese investor . . . [as] one of the investors . . . had the
courage to call him ‘rude.’”312 He said that Dr. Qin complained to China’s Ambassador Zhou
Yuxiao, who then phoned Finance Minister Alexander Chikwanda, who was Acting President
while Sata was abroad, “to complain that he (Kambwili) was intimidating Chinese investors.”313
Kambwili added, “I will not be intimidated by the Chinese Ambassador.” 314 Zhou gave an
interview the next day. He complained that Kambwili “was making groundless accusations
against him,” “asked the government to clear up the matter,” said he had not called the Finance
Minister, but had tried, unsuccessfully, to contact Kambwili. 315 Stating that Chinese investors
were still being portrayed in a bad light in Zambia, Zhou added:
I do not know why this is so, because Chinese input in [Zambia] is the largest
among all African countries, but the approval rate of China by Zambia is the
lowest among all African countries. That doesn’t mean China is doing the worst
in Zambia. There is only one political party (PF) in Africa that makes China an
issue.316
The ambassador also argued that Chinese companies were no worse than Zambian firms in terms
of wages or other conditions of labor.317
A couple days later, Kambwili was annoyed, again, with a Chinese man who he regarded as
insufficiently responsive when he made an impromptu visit to CLM’s Mulyashi Open Pit Mine.
Gao Jing, the Projects Manager, sent an interpreter to inform Kambwili that he had not expected
his visit, was busy, and could not meet with him. Kambwili insisted on being seen, and Gao Jing
309
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appeared after about 30 minutes. Kambwili told Gao to “ensure transparency is exercised
especially when employing workers. . . . [and] urged the Chinese to advertise all the jobs they will
be offering when employing workers.”318
The next day, Kambwili “vowed to continue his highly publicized controversial tours,” and
stated that he had met on February 1st with Ambassador Zhou, who invited him to an acrobatics
performance the next day, and agreed with him about the mistakes that had been made.319 He
claimed moreover to have “made up with” Dr. Qin, but also asserted that as a minister he could
revoke anyone’s work permit and “no-one can stop him, including the President.”320
What got Kambwili ousted as Labor Minister was not mainly his attacks on “the Chinese,” but
the statement in which he “boast[ed] about his ability to act without President Sata’s say-so”321 and
his January 25th announcement that the GRZ had to double all public health employees’ pay.322
The GRZ had in fact fixed on a much lower figure: it ended up giving a four percent increase.323
Sata was not pleased with Kambwili’s exercise of autonomy.324 He said on January 30th that
“Ministers and government officers should not resort to arbitrary positions . . . . [S]ome of the
approaches pursued by individuals in government are adrift with established procedure” and
“salary adjustments [should] stay as close to inflation [six to seven percent in 2011] as possible. . . .
to avoid triggering inflationary spirals.”325
The Zambia Federation of Employers and ZCTU indicated Kambwili had gone too far.326
Kambwili responded that “ZFE and ZCTU were an embarrassment not only to their members but
also to the country” and “call[ed] for [ZFE President Alfred] Masupa’s and ZCTU president
Leonard Hikaumba’s resignations . . . on moral grounds.”327 The GRZ-owned Daily Mail noted
that Kambwili ordered Dr. Qin’s deportation, “even though it [wa]s not clear whether he has such
powers.”328 In a popular political online message board, Kambwili was criticized for being onesided and lacking a calm demeanor.329 For his part, Kambwili said he would continue to be
emotional and people should not expect him to be calm, as three quarters of foreign-owned firms
he visited in the Copperbelt were not complying with labor laws.330
On February 3rd, Sata “realigned” ministries so that Kambwili lost Labor and became Minister
of Sports and Youth. In his January 30, 2012 statement, Sata recalled that he:
[E]njoined and cautioned ministers not to make statements that did not reflect
government policy or which had not been referred to and cleared by Cabinet.
Statements on the economy made by ministers that are not the competent channels
for the issues they raise are damaging to our credibility as a country. Policy
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consistency is a compelling need for all governments all over the world. As my
very final warning, I ask all the ministers not to lead me into temptation.331
In response, Kambwili, like Sata before him, compared himself to Jesus, who “was crucified for
doing the right thing . . . [i]f I have to die to give Zambians a decent wage, respect and a better life,
so be it.”332 Kambwili did not die, but was only transferred.333 He was dispatched to represent Sata
at football’s Africa Cup of Nations in Gabon.334 Yet even there, he could not escape his nemesis.
Chinese firms in Zambia had chartered an aircraft to fly Zambia team supporters to Gabon, where
it won the Cup.335 Not long after, Kambwili had to appear at a ceremony where Ambassador Zhou
turned over equipment donated by China’s General Administration of Sport to Zambia’s Olympic
Youth Development Center.336
Reasons for why Sata moved Kambwili to another ministry, rather than ousting him from the
cabinet, are many. Some think it was because he feared Kambwili might become a “rebel
backbencher” who would undermine him.337 Others believe it was because other ministers were no
more competent and obedient to Sata than Kambwili.338 The problem may have mainly been that
Kambwili’s statements and style had unnerved investors. 339 In any case, Kambwili remains
popular among those with anti-Chinese leanings and the PF has sought to assure its supporters that
Kambwili’s transfer did not mean it was going soft on “the Chinese.”340 PF Secretary General
Wynter Kabimba said that PF “has not changed its tough stance on exploitative Chinese
investors.”341
Apart from the threat to deport Dr. Qin, Chinese were also singled out for disapprobation when
a government official sought to uniquely and literally deny a Chinese firm protection afforded
other firms.342 In December 2011, Zambian security guard Nicholas Liswaniso, who worked for
the Zambian firm Henry Gomes Security on the premises of Chinese-owned 15 MCC within
Chambishi Copper Smelter (“CCS”), shot and killed suspected copper thief Bill Mwape, a
carpenter at 15 MCC.343 Liswaniso was charged with murder, as he used excessive force.344
Deputy Minister of Labor Rayford Mbulu then visited CCS to investigate the shooting, which he
termed regrettable. Mbulu urged CCS to ensure that guards at it premises “do not use live
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ammunition on innocent citizens.”345 CCS Deputy CEO Yu Zhongqin responded by stating that
thieves often came at night to steal copper, and that some had beaten security guards.346
The Deputy Minister’s statement was problematic in more than one way. It implied that Mwape
was an “innocent citizen,” even though a police investigation was ongoing and security guards had
been attacked in previous copper theft attempts at CCS.347 Indeed, in 2009, two thieves brutally
murdered two security guards at CCS’s sister firm Sino Metals, and were subsequently sentenced
to death.348 Mbulu had singled out the Chinese firm for criticism even though a Zambian, who was
employed by a Zambian security firm, did the shooting, and shootings of thieves at non-Chinese
firms had not been subject to intervention by high-level officials. A Zambian-Canadian observed
in a blog on security in Lusaka, “a cousin of mine works as a supervisor for a security firm in the
capital. His men carry pistols and shotguns and are trained to shoot to kill. The police some years
ago took a similar stand, shooting first and asking [questions] later.”349 The point is not to uphold
the shooting of thieves by immunizing security guards or their employers,350 but to demonstrate
the apparent disparate treatment of Chinese and non-Chinese firms in the use of armed force
against thieves.
In January 2012, CCS’s Yu Zhongqin returned to the issue of the GRZ’s implied singling out of
Chinese firms for the use of potentially deadly force in protecting against thieves. He stated that
“some CCS workers connived with suspected thieves to steal copper from the smelter,” that
copper thieves had “threatened CCS security with catapults, guns and machetes each time they
were confronted,” and that though the security firm was licensed to use fire arms, it was no longer
free to do so because of publicity surrounding Mwape’s killing. 351 Alluding to Mbulu’s
intervention, Yu added:
CCS was not comfortable with the publicity that came out after the shooting of the suspected
thief, who did not stop when warning shots were fired in the air. . . . ‘People said a lot of things
about the Chinese. The security company is Zambian. It is for this reason that we ask
Government to intervene.’352

Another instance of a top Zambian official engaging in racial profiling of Chinese occurred in
late 2011/early 2012. In November 2011, Minister of Labor Fackson Shamenda joined the wholly
Western-financed NGO Human Rights Watch (“HRW”)353 in singling out Chinese mining firms in
Zambia by “demanding a stop to the abuse of Zambians working [for] Chinese investors.” 354
HRW had just issued a flawed report on CNMC firm “labor abuses.”355 Shamenda endorsed it
345

Nkombo Kachemba, Stop Using Guns, Mbulu Tells Chinese Investors, ZAMBIA DAILY MAIL, Dec. 14, 2011, available
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31, 2012.
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SOUTHERN AFRICA, (Nov. 10, 2012, 10:15 PM), http://blog.travelpod.com/travel-blogentries/darkstar/africa_05/1122899340/tpod.html.
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See Mwala Kalaluka, Cops Nab Kaoma Guard, 82 for Killing Suspected Thief, THE POST (Zambia), Mar. 15, 2012,
http://www.postzambia.com/post-read_article.php?articleId=25863.
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http://allafrica.com/stories/201201090341.html.
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Of donations to HRW, “almost 75 percent comes from North America and about 25 percent from Western Europe,
with less than 1 percent from all other regions of the world combined.” See Human Rights Watch Visit to Saudi Arabia,
HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH (Jul. 17, 2009), www.hrw.org/en/node/84512.
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See generally MATT WELLS, HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH, YOU’LL BE FIRED IF YOU REFUSE: LABOR ABUSES IN ZAMBIA’S
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without any investigation by his own ministry, stating that “the Chinese . . . should stop flouting
labor laws and ensure that all workers are properly looked after . . . [and] protect the interest of
workers in Zambia because the safety and health of employees cannot be compromised at the
expense of wealth creation.” 356 He made no specific criticisms on compliance with labor laws by
firms of other nationalities, although other foreign- and locally-owned firms flaunt the law.357 In
February 2012, Minister of Mines and Mineral Development Wilbur Simusa, likely based on the
same HRW study, reportedly “said he would request mine safety is improved when he meets
Chinese mine managers operating in Zambia and the ambassador next week. . . . ‘Some methods
aren’t up to accepted practices. If they do not improve we may be forced to take their (the miners’)
licenses.’”358
The Chinese defilement case involved ethnic-based selective prosecution; a 2012 case may have
involved ethnic-based selective sentencing. Chen Shaoming, a driver, and Guo Wei, an engineer,
worked building an ultra-modern stadium in Lusaka. In June 2012, on their way back to China,
they were arrested at Lusaka’s airport for possessing ivory trophies without a certificate from the
Zambian Wildlife Authority (“ZAWA”). Chen had four “bungles” (possibly bugles-beads), one
hanko (seal) and a several dozen loose beads. Guo had a single hanko. The ivory, in total,
weighed about a half-kilogram. Chen stated that “he did not know it was an offense to possess
such items and that it was his first time to work in Africa, Zambia in particular.” Guo said “he did
not understand the Zambian laws,” and “had bought the hanko as a gift for his friend in China and
it was not meant for sale.”359
Defendants pleaded guilty, but their lawyers, Isaiah Ng’onga and M. Munansangu, soon argued
that the plea they had taken from defendants was equivocal because “their clients did not
understand the language used when they pleaded guilty to the offence.” 360 Counsel applied to the
magistrate to change the pleas to not guilty and grant bail. Magistrate Wilifred Muma rejected both
applications.361 He sentenced Chen, who had been returning to China on crutches after being
injured on the job, to seven years at hard labor. Guo got five years at hard labor.362 Magistrate
Muma asserted that “he paid particular attention to the fact that they were first offenders who

http://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/reports/zambia1111ForWebUpload.pdf. For critiques of the report, see Barry
Sautman & Yan Hairong, The Chinese are the Worst?: Human Rights and Labor Practices in Zambian Mining, ,
University of Maryland School of Law, Maryland Series in Contemporary Asian Studies, 2013 ; Yan Hairong & Barry
Sautman, “The Beginnings of a World Empire”?: Contesting the Discourse of Chinese Copper Mining in Zambia, 39
MOD. CHINA 131 (2013). For shorter critiques, see Barry Sautman & Yan Hairong, Simply the Worst? Findings from
Human Rights Watch about Labour Practices in Chinese-owned Copper Mines are Flawed, ZAMBIA ANALYSIS, Dec.
2011-Jan. 2012, at 25-27, available at http://www.scribd.com/doc/76252063/Zambia-Analysis-2011-12-Dec-Jan-Web;
Barry Sautman & Yan Hairong, Barking up the Wrong Tree: Human Rights Watch and Chinese Copper Mining in
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Street A-barking, CHINA IN AFRICA: THE REAL STORY (Feb. 7, 2012, 11:49 PM),
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deserved leniency.” 363 Defense counsel indicated that the defendants would appeal to the High
Court and, ten days after their sentencing, defendants’ appeals counsel Clavel Sianondo secured a
grant of K60m bail, conditioned on finding two GRZ or quasi-government employees to act as
sureties.364
The fact that the sentences were, under the circumstances, far from lenient, indicates that
defendants’ ethnicity may have been a factor. There have been several publicized cases of arrests
for illegal possession of ivory in Zambia; some cases involved Chinese with small quantities of
carved pieces, such as chop sticks and bracelets,365 but there are almost no reports of the sentences
handed down. In 2003, a Zambian who admitted to shooting fifty-eight elephants was given five
years, but released in 2004.366 A Zambian was given five years in 2009 for illegally possessing 36
kg of mostly raw ivory, indicating intent to sell, in contrast to Chen and Guo’s half-kilo of trinkets,
which indicated personal possessions or intended gifts.367
There are also a few reported sentences from other African countries. For example, in 2003, a
Malawian trafficker was sentenced by her country’s High Court to one year of hard labor for
unlawful possession of 127 kg of ivory.368 In Botswana, in 2006, a sentence of twenty-four months,
with ten months suspended, was given for possession of elephant tusks without a certificate.369 A
Chinese citizen caught with “[ten] pairs of ivory chopsticks and ivory bracelets” was sentenced in
2010 to eighteen months in Kenya. 370 The Kenyan Wildlife Service, which, like ZAWA,
prosecutes illegal ivory possession cases, stated that the finished products were for personal use,
not trafficking. 371 It added, however, that “China is leading the way” among “Asian countries
[with] an insatiable appetite for ivory and rhino horns,” implying that defendant’s nationality may
have played a role in his sentencing.372 In 2011, a Zambian arrested in Ethiopia with ivory
bracelets was fined US$600.373 In 2012, a South African magistrate sentenced a shop manager to
five years for possessing for sale a ton of ivory products without documentation.374 A group of
ivory traffickers in Cameroon were sentenced to one year in prison for possessing forty-four
tusks.375 In the above-mentioned cases, short sentences or fines were generally imposed where the
kind and amount of ivory indicated that the illegal possession of ivory was not for commercial
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purposes, but even in cases involving large quantities and obvious commercial purposes, the
sentences were equal to or shorter than those given to Chen and Guo in Zambia.376
In mid-2012, Kambwili also returned to bait “the Chinese.” Since he had been moved to the
Ministry of Sport, Kambwili had not had much opportunity to do so. That changed in relation to
action he took in his own constituency. Kambwili ordered CNMC Luanshya Mine to immediately
re-open a clubhouse at the Roan Antelope Rugby Club.377 The clubhouse is within the Luanshya
Sports Complex, owned by CLM. It seems that CLM does not subsidize rugby in Luanshya;
indeed, few of CLM’s Chinese managers are expected to know much about this British-derived
sport.378 Kambwili said that because of the lack of CLM subsidies, the Rugby Club decided to
raise money by sub-letting the clubhouse, which is owned by CLM and had been rented to the
Rugby Club. The latter sub-let the clubhouse to a casino operator.379 When CLM found out about
the sub-let, which was undertaken without CLM’s permission, CLM decided to close the
clubhouse on the ground that a casino “was not in the original concept of the club.”380 By the same
token, CLM also objected to the Roan Squash Club opening a nightclub in the Luanshya Sports
Club.381
Kambwili ordered CLM to reopen the clubhouse by the time he visited Luanshya, the next day.
He also charged that "the local Luanshya community was being barred from patronizing the Roan
Badminton Club by “the Chinese” who rehabilitated it.”382 Kambwili claimed that the Chinese’s
actions amounted to segregation. He also demanded that “the Chinese” report to him about
whether they were fulfilling their promise to build a gymnasium.383
It is not clear what legal basis, if any, there is for Kambwili’s issuing of “orders” in what would
ordinarily be a landlord/tenant dispute over whether particular kinds of sub-letting were allowed.
Whether CLM or the Chinese Embassy has contested the orders and intervened remains unknown.
It is clear, however, that Kambwili, despite his ministerial downward mobility, will continue to
play the role vis-a-vis "the Chinese" bequeathed to him by Sata.384
Besides top GRZ leaders’ post-election actions aimed at “the Chinese,” there was also an action
aimed at “China.” Commerce Minister Bob Sichinga, addressing a February 3, 2012 meeting of
business people in Kitwe, asserted that the MMD government had, in 2011, ordered more than
three trillion in kwacha notes printed in China to distribute in rural areas during the election.385
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Former MMD government officials denied it and sued Sichinga for defamation.386 Although he
did not specifically mention the Chinese government, the latter denied it – presumably because the
movement of such a huge sum from China to Zambia would require official Chinese connivance –
and it demanded that Sichinga produce evidence.387 Sichinga said the government was already in
the process of withdrawing the “fake currency,” but Finance Minister Alexander Chikwanda stated
that he was not aware of any fakes.388 The Bank of Zamiba averred that all bank notes in
circulation were legal tender and challenged Sichinga to produce evidence of fake money.389
UPND head Hakainde Hichilema issued a statement on the contretemps over the supposed
“fake money.” He asserted that Sichinga’s claim was “a diplomatic blunder against the Chinese
government that has already received so much negative publicity from the PF during campaigns.
This shows that nothing has changed about the PF’s anti-Chinese rhetoric.”390 The same could be
said about the Chinese defilement case, the threat to deport Dr. Qin, and the unique criticism of
CCS for having security guards bearing firearms, all instances that appear to be denials of equal
protection, grounded in politically-motivated racial incitement.
VII.

Defilement, Racism and the Strategic Rivalry in Africa

Claims of defilement by a deprecated group are often integral to racial incitement, despite no
evidence that the group engages in such activity. The Nazis, in the midst of the Holocaust, put the
68-year old head of the Nuremberg Jewish community, Leo Katzenberger, on trial for “racial
defilement” (rassenschande), though they could have sent him to a conquered territory to be killed
for no reason other than being Jewish, and though they presented no evidence he had sex with his
non-Jewish woman friend. 391 The trial was merely to provide a supposed example for their
assertion that Jewish men are defilers of non-Jewish women and children, a claim they always
linked with other ones about Jews being cruel exploiters.392
Racial stereotyping often includes claims of defilement of local women by foreign
immigrants,393 a notion intensively promoted from the late-19th to mid-20th centuries in Western
countries with Chinese migrants. Hollywood films up through the 1930s portrayed “yellow peril
fantasies of Asian rapists” in the US and wider world. 394 For example, in 1932,’s “The Mask of
386
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Fu Manchu,”British pulp novelist Sax Rohmer’s fictional Chinese villain “rallies his [non-white]
forces by telling them of all the white women they will defile.”395
In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, “[t]he Chinese were widely vilified by racist White
Australians.”396 Chinese men were accused of “gross ‘immorality’ . . . and a large number of
violations of business and work practices,” then equated with defilement.397 For example, in 1892,
white women seeking to set up a laundry wanted government protection from Chinese
competitors.398 In their appeal to the Melbourne Trades Hall Council, one of the women noted that
her fourteen-year-old daughter had considered responding to an ad by a Chinese household
seeking a nursemaid. A report of the incident opined that “surely the police can . . . prevent the
defilement of the young girls of our community by the almond-eyed procurer or his leprous
associates.”399
Canada’s Saskatchewan province, at the behest of business owners and trade unionists seeking
to curb Chinese competition, passed the 1912 “Female Labor Law,” which remained on the books
until 1969.400 The Female Labor Law barred Chinese men, such as restaurateurs and British
subjects Quong Wing and Quong Sing, from hiring white women, leaving only much higher-paid
white men as potential replacements. 401 Four other provinces soon followed suit. 402 Social
reformers, including church leaders and feminists, claimed white women would be defiled if they
worked for Chinese and that “only girls of the lowest type’” would do so.403 They called for
punishment “every time anything occurs”404 between white women and Chinese, to avert a threat
to “Anglo-Saxon supremacy.”405 The National Council of Women of Canada favored the law, even
though its own investigation found “‘no evidence of girls receiving harmful treatment’ at the hands
of Chinese employers.”406 A leading female judge countered, however, that while women should
be protected from harassment in the workplace, “[w]hen feminists directed their attack solely at
employers of one race . . . their racial motivation usurped any claim they may have had to be
protecting women” and said: “What is needed is protection against [sexual harassment], not
restriction directed against a race.”407 The Quongs were prosecuted for employing three white
women, who testified that the Quongs were good employers. 408 Defendants were, however,
convicted and fined.409 The Supreme Court upheld the convictions, even though it recognized that
the law was racially discriminatory.410
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In early 20th century South Africa, it was thought likely that, in the absence of women among
them, imported Chinese mine workers would rape African or white women. The Transvaal
Chamber of Mines investigated and found no evidence that this had taken place.411
The view that Chinese migrants threaten defilement has faded in the West, but still may have
purchase in Africa, where stereotyped conceptions of foreigners often date back to the colonial era,
and where negative portrayals of Chinese behavior are pervasive, in part due to media reliance on
Western sources of news and analysis. Though almost all reports of defilements in Zambia involve
Zambians, the involvement of Chinese in paid sex with underage Zambian girls has presented an
opportunity for PF officials to “sort out the Chinese.” PF officials can assert that there is a threat of
“Chinese defilement” that is correlated with the Western and PF notion of a “Chinese invasion” of
Africa - the term also used by David Cameron in 2011.412 Anti-Chinese U.K. sources oddly claim
that so many Chinese are “flooding” into Africa that, “within a mere decade, more Chinese have
come to live in Africa than there are Europeans on the continent, even after many centuries of
European colonial and neocolonial rule.”413 Sata has spoken many times of a “Chinese invasion,”
and has said that the Chinese are “too numerous” to be sustained by China’s resources. Thus, they
are being “dumped” in Zambia.414 An implicit theme in Western and PF negative appraisals of
Chinese migration is the likelihood of Chinese male illicit sexual contact with Zambian women.
This occurs because most Chinese migrants to Zambia are males. Claims of both economic and of
literal rape often pair in deprecations of foreign migrants. In Canada, for example, during the
Canadian labor movement from 1872-1934, attacks on Chinese migrants by anti-Chinese
Canadians were common. These anti-Chinese Canadians viewed Chinese migrants as economic
competitors. They rhetorically depicted Chinese as morally and physically infecting young white
girls,415 and “framed the whole issue of the Chinese presence in the Pacific West using the imagery
of violated female innocence.”416 A British Columbia newspaper questioned “how the grand virgin
province of our Confederation . . . [could] be so tamely given up to Chinese slave labor and
Chinese lust and leprosy?”417 Shifting back to Africa, Sata has similarly stated that Chinese are
“engaged in modern slavery” and “out to rape Africa of its resources.”418 Since women and
children are considered part of Africa’s valued resources, Kambwili’s intervention in the Chinese
defilement case reflected the supposed need for disparate treatment of the Chinese to protect
Zambians from predation.
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Zambia is appraised in terms of its abundant minerals and its strategic position in southern
Africa, where it borders on eight countries. Out of proportion to its small population, Western
entities began to pay great attention to Zambia as soon as the PF’s anti-Chinese agitation started in
the mid-2000s. In part, that has been because Western politicians, media, and analysts have
increasingly focused on a putative strategic contest with China, including in Africa.419 The contest
is not, yet, fought over specific material interests; rather, it is a “discursive phenomenon of
Western criticism with regards to China’s role in Africa, and other criticism regarding a ‘scramble’
in Sino-Western relations.”420
The perceived rivalry is, for the most part, unilaterally generated. It is based on Western charges
about “China-in-Africa” and the potential for Chinese influence exceeding that of the West.
Secretary Clinton has said that “the United States is in a competition for influence with China,”
around the world,421 while Michael Battle, U.S. Ambassador to the African Union, has warned that
“[i]f we don’t invest on the African continent now, we will find China and India have absorbed its
resources without us, and we will wake up and wonder what happened to our golden opportunity
of investment.”422 A U.K. journalist has noted “the anxiety manifest and unsubstantiated claims
made” in U.S. diplomatic cables, leaked through Wikileak, on the China-Africa situation show that
“[i]n a number of African countries the sense of rivalry is unambiguous.”423 Indeed, Johnnie
Carson, the top U.S. African affairs official, addressed Western oil executives in 2010 and called
China "a very aggressive and pernicious economic competitor with no morals."424 Carson added, in
2011, that China is taking work away from Africans and failing to comply with local labor laws or
“pay decent wages, train staff, and share technology.” 425 However, a leading scholar of the
Africa/China link has shown these claims to largely have no basis.426
There is a debate about the reality of a West versus China contest. 427 Or, at least U.S.
policymakers are inclined to think in these terms. Princeton Lyman, a veteran U.S. diplomat
stationed in Africa, who is now the U.S. Special Envoy for Sudan, has written that “it is wise[r] to
look upon China as a formidable competitor for both political and economic influence in Africa
than as only a benign participant.”428 Think tank analysts also naturalize the strategic rivalry.429
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This occurs even more so with the U.S. Congress430 and analysts connected to the U.S. military.431
Above all, “[Western] media commentators have been assiduous in depicting” an “ongoing SinoWestern conflict over access to Africa’s natural resources.” 432 Some analysts point out that
because much of what the U.S. and China do in Africa does not overlap, or because China
accommodates most U.S. interests in Africa, such as the oil industry, there is no objective reason
for rivalry. However, these analysts tend not to be political or media elites from the U.S. or U.K.433
Western states have criticized Zambia for being “close” to China and rewarded it when it
appeared to be more distant. In Africa, during the Cold War, “the United States tended to back the
white minority regimes/interests, in stark contrast to the Zambian position of support for
independence and majority rule.”434 In the 1960s, western states turned down Zambia’s request to
build a railway to bypass apartheid-era South Africa in moving copper to market.435 The U.S. then
warned Zambian President Kenneth Kaunda “against dealing with the Chinese,” and opposed a
joint effort with China to build the railway in the 1970s.436
More recently, a view has emerged in Zambia that U.S. support for the PF government – despite
the latter’s continued friendship with Mugabe’s ZANU-PF party437 – is linked to the PF’s history
of antagonizing “the Chinese.”438 In any case, the U.S. Embassy in Zambia has closely monitored
the development of “China’s engagement with Zambia” and local criticisms of “the
Chinese.” 439 After the PF came to power, Western and other donor states have substantially
increased their assistance to highly aid dependent Zambia.440 The U.S., Zambia’s largest aid donor,
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increased aid from $400 million (for HIV/AIDS and malaria) in 2012441 to $500 million for
2013,442 including a $355 million account443 with the U.S. government’s Millennium Challenge
Corp. (“MCC”), an agency that reinforces neo-liberalism by requiring recipient governments to
“guarantee economic freedom.”444 Some Zambians, however, are critical of the kind of aid given
by the U.S. In 2012, reacting to a U.S. pledge of $12 million for an agricultural institute in
Zambia, one blogger commented that:
[T]he Americans . . . are only funding soft projects – research, ARVs [antiretroviral drugs], NGOs etc. Most of this money ends up with American experts
who do the actual work, and not Zambians. They don’t fund infrastructure that
Zambia sorely needs. It is only the Chinese who are funding infrastructure projects
(two stadia, Kafue Lower Gorge Station, Kariba North Bank upgrade, MonguKalabo road etc). Unfortunately the PF govt is so obnoxious against China, that
funding could dry up soon.445
To counter such views, the U.S. continues to deprecate China’s role in Zambia. While “only a
few U.S. corporations have a significant presence in Zambia,”446 and China’s stock of investments
in Zambia is many times larger than that of the U.S.,447 Al Jazeera network related that in late 2011,
the U.S. Ambassador to Zambia told its researcher that
the Chinese should follow the US lead and "make a contribution." He reiterated the words
spoken by Hillary Clinton, the US secretary of state, during her visit in Zambia in June 2011:
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"While you’re doing well, you should also do good." Some Zambians told us they found the
policy patronizing.448
Clinton contrasted U.S. activities in Zambia with those of China by claiming that “The United
States is investing in the people of Zambia, not just the elites, and we are investing for the long
run.”449 Yet, the 300 Chinese firms in Zambia employ several tens of thousands of local people450
while those employed by the few U.S. firms in the country are inevitably much less.
The Chinese defilement case, thus, has operated at two levels; first as a violation of equal
protection connected to the PF anti-Chinese campaign. If foreigners of another nationality were
accused of nefarious sexual activity, their case probably would have been seen as exotic, but
would not likely have involved racially disparate treatment. Thus, the “dog sex case” mentioned
above was not a “Dutch defilement case.” The accused was not jailed pending trial or prosecuted,
unlike the four Chinese defendants.
The Chinese defilement case also operates at a second level. PF anti-Chinese incitement has
politicized everything about being Chinese in Zambia, with a wide range of accusations about
behavior that now includes defilement. The charges were made because they served the PF well in
mobilizing while in opposition. With the party in power, China bashing/Chinese baiting continues
to serve the PF: it reassures the party’s base that Sata and Co. are pursuing a “populist” path,451
even while not many changes, in terms of living conditions, are made. It also puts the government
on the side of “the West” in the supposed rivalry with China, thus, making “the donors” more
favorably disposed to the PF regime.
VIII.

Conclusion: the Chinese Defilement Case and anti-Chinese Incitement in Africa

Defilement is the latest purported Chinese oppression of Zambians to be discursively
constructed in Zambia and beyond. Chinese are uniquely depicted as having blown up, shot,
endangered, and raped Zambians, even though in the country’s mines and mining townships over
the years, people of many origins, including Zambians, have been involved in activities at least as
harmful as those attributed to “the Chinese.”452 De-contextualized retellings of tales of supposed
Chinese wrongdoing are repeatedly featured in Western media and extrapolated to all Africa in
order to demonize Chinese more generally.453 Inapt moralizing on “China-in-Africa” by liberalist
Western politicians, media, and NGOs constructs a one-sided discourse of strategic rivalry that
allows Westerners to see themselves and be seen by others as behaving well in Africa compared to
“the Chinese.” That, in turn, allows Western governments to elicit African support in the putative
West-versus-China contest.
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The discursive strategic rivalry is one-sided because “the Chinese” do not act in concert in
Africa, even though a “wrongly assumed unitary-actor or monolithic character of ‘the Chinese’” in
Africa prevails in Western and much of African thought.454 In fact, even a cohesive “China” hardly
exists on the continent, as uncoordinated Chinese government ministries make their own Africarelated policies,455 and Chinese firms compete against each other in African markets.456
The defilement case exemplifies the non-cohesiveness of the Chinese presence. China’s
embassy in Lusaka said nothing publicly about it, and played a minimal role.457 That might have
been expected if the accused had been Chinese small traders. A report of a 2011 survey of Chinese
traders in six African countries, including Zambia, recounted that the respondents:
reserved their harshest comments for their putative guardians in African countries
– Chinese diplomatic and consular officials. Ninety-five per cent of our survey
claimed that they had never received assistance of any kind from their respective
Chinese embassies. . . . The embassy’s response to [those] who complained of illtreatment or unlawful arrest was that “we cannot intervene in the internal affairs of
another country.”458

This hands-off approach was evident in 2012, when Zambian merchants in Katete Village,
Eastern Province, tried to destroy a Chinese shop. The merchants demanded that Zhang Bing stop
trading because Zambian customers had flocked to his shop, where clothes and footwear could be
had for about half the prices at Zambian-owned shops.459 Local police protected the shop, but there
is no indication that the Chinese embassy intervened, even though the case involved an attempt to
drive out a Chinese shop that was apparently engaged in lawful business.460
The defilement case arrestees were not traders, but SOE employees. Yet, public diplomatic
protection was not apparent, despite state responsibility to protect citizens abroad from
discrimination being a central tenet of international law. 461 Moreover, although China’s own
criminal justice system undervalues equal protection, it does uphold it for ethnic groups: indeed,
most minority people in China have been entitled to more lenient treatment than the Han majority
as to arrest, conviction, and sentencing.462 That the Chinese Embassy did not act on the denial of
454
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equal protection in the defilement case shows how non-cohesive “the Chinese” are in Zambia, how
unshielded Chinese can expect to be when future breaches of equal protection rights occur, and the
scope for the continuing use of the defilement case to deprecate them.
That the four Chinese workers were acquitted by no means precludes continued use of the
defilement case as an example of supposed Chinese inequity in Zambia and Africa generally. The
2010 Collum Coal Mine (“CCM”) shooting, when two supervisors wounded thirteen protesting
Zambian miners, is often cited as exemplifying Chinese cruelty, even though the supervisors were
besieged and being stoned at the time they used their shotguns, the charges against them were set
aside, and the mine’s main owner was an Australian citizen.463
The same holds true for Zambia’s 2005 BGRIMM disaster. The Chinese firms that owned the
plant whose explosion killed at least forty-six workers bore legal responsibility under the doctrine
of strict liability, which applies to injuries arising from ultra-hazardous activity like dynamitemaking.464 Although no evidence of actual negligence was adduced, the incident is nonetheless
portrayed in Zambian and international media as an example of callous disregard for human life by
“the Chinese.” Explosions at other firms in Zambia, for example the late 2011 blast that
extensively damaged the Kafue steel plant of Universal Mining Steel and seriously injured ten
workers, are not portrayed as reflecting a disregard for human life.465
A 2012 poll showed that fifty percent of U.S. policymakers regard “East Asia/China” as the
region of greatest strategic importance to the U.S. and that eighty-five percent believe East
Asia/China will be so twenty years hence.466 The sense of Western rivalry with China, in Africa,
will likely increase then, if only as a correlate of concern about China’s wider influence. Whether
or not the U.S. “pivot to Asia,” announced in 2011, is extended,467 the U.S. will increase its
discursive challenges of Chinese activities around the globe. African elites aligned with the West
will also try to marginalize the Chinese presence in order to damage political opponents friendly to
China, ensure that Western patronage flows, and vindicate the neo-liberalist ideology shared by
much of the elite. More politicized incidents like the defilement case, in which Chinese in Africa
are singled out for disparate treatment, can, thus, be expected. These events will affect those
directly targeted, but also the viability of the Chinese presence in Africa. Such violations of equal
protection may, however, be challenged, as Chinese abroad come to demand that their government
defend their rights468 and as scholars and others analyze the objectives and means of anti-Chinese
racial profiling in “models of democracy” like Zambia.
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